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1. Introduction. The notion of algorithm permeates the experience of every 
mathematician, and goes back to the very origins of mathematics. To answer 
positively a problem asking for an algorithmic solution, the intuitive notion of 
algorithm is sufficient since we can simply exhibit a solution and convince 
ourselves that the procedure is effective. This has been done for centuries. If 
we have instead reasons to believe that the answer is negative, we need a 
formal characterization of algorithm to prove that each one is ruled out as a 
solution. Such a characterization was only obtained in the late 1930's with the 
work of Herbrand, Gödel, Church, Turing, Post and Kleene. (See [Dal].) 
They defined various notions of recursive function (on the set of natural 
numbers) and the related concept of recursively enumerable (r.e.) set, using 
for example abstract machines, routine rules of calculation or generative 
grammars. All of these prima facie different approaches defined the same 
class of functions and of sets. These are the precise analogues of the intuitive 
notions of computable function and effectively generated set. 

With the formal version of computability at hand, we can talk of an 
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unsolvable or undecidable problem, that is one with no recursive solution. 
Unsolvable problems naturally arise in many fields of mathematics: the 
halting problem (to decide if a Turing machine halts or not on a given input), 
Hubert's tenth problem (to decide if a polynomial Diophantine equation with 
integral coefficients has solutions in the integers), the word problem for 
finitely generated groups (to decide if two words, that is two strings of 
generators, are equal in the group: proposed by Dehn in 1911), the ergodicity 
problem for homogeneous random media (to see if there is exactly one 
time-independent probability measure on the set of states), the homeomor-
phism problem for «-manifolds for « > 4 (to decide, given two «-manifolds, if 
they are homeomorphic; for « = 2 it is a classic result of Riemann that the 
problem is solvable). (See [Da2] and [Ku].) 

Furthermore, undecidability results can be used to show that, although a 
group is completely defined by a presentation, it is not possible to obtain 
effectively from the presentation very much information about the group 
itself (e.g., we cannot even tell if the group is trivial or not). Indeed for any 
fixed algebraic property of finitely presented groups which is not trivial (i.e., 
some finitely presented group has it and some does not) and hereditary with 
respect to finitely presented subgroups, the problem of deciding-given a 
presentation-whether the group defined by it has the property or not is 
undecidable (Adjan-Rabin, see [Da2]). 

A surprising result in this direction is a recursion-theoretic characterization 
of a purely algebraic property. A finitely generated group is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of a finitely presented group if and only if it is recursively presenta
ble, i.e., the set of words equal to 1 is recursively enumerable (Higman, see 
[Da2]). 

Rather than simply classifying problems into decidable and undecidable 
(or sets as recursive and nonrecursive) we want a precise measure of the 
relative difficulty of such problems. The proofs of unsolvability suggest a 
natural classification system. The idea of those proofs is to first construct an 
unsolvable problem A, roughly by Cantor's method of diagonalization over 
the recursive sets. Then to prove B undecidable, one gives an algorithm for A 
that uses B, i.e., an algorithm that would answer every question of the form 
"x EL AT9 if we knew B. Of course, if B were decidable then so would A be as 
well. In general if such an algorithm exists we say A is Turing-reducible to B 
or A is recursive in B, written A <T B. This yields a natural equivalence 
relation A =T B (when A <T B and B <T A) whose equivalence classes we 
call Turing degrees (T-degrees). If a T-degree contains an r.e. set, we call it an 
r.e. T-degree. 

T-degrees and r.e. T-degrees arise naturally in various branches of mathe
matics. For example, for any T-degree there is a finitely generated group 
whose word problem has that degree, and if the T-degree is r.e. the group 
may be chosen as finitely presented. (See [Be].) Similarly, for any r.e. 
T-degree there is a recursive class of «-manifolds (« > 4) with homeomor-
phism problem of that degree (see [Da2]). Thus the classification of (r.e.) 
degrees is equivalent to the classification of such algebraic problems. For 
example, the existence of infinitely many r.e. degrees implies that there are 
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infinitely many genuinely different word problems for finitely presented 
groups. 

The first attempt at such a classification began with Post [Po]. In this 
attempt he introduced several reducibilities stronger than T-reducibility. The 
reductions used in actual undecidability proofs are almost always of these 
sorts. They usually produce an algorithm ƒ such that questions of the form 
"x E AT' are reduced to questions of the form "ƒ(*) E BT\ In this case we 
say A is many-one reducible to B (A <m B). Moreover, the algorithm usually 
gives a one-one function/, in which case we write A <i B. A more general 
kind of reduction (but again stronger than < r) allows not only one question 
of the form "f(x) E BI" but a finite Boolean combination of them. It is 
called truth-table reduction (A < tt B). All these concepts have corresponding 
notions of degrees, and these are the degrees we will be dealing with in the 
paper. Word problems for finitely generated (resp. presented) groups again 
correspond to the (r.e.) //-degrees, but not to the m-degrees. The r.e. m-de-
grees correspond instead to the word problems for finitely presented semi
groups, whose word problem was posed by Thue in 1914 (see [Be], [Da2]). 

Two sets of numbers are said to be recursively isomorphic if one is the 
image of the other under a recursive permutation of the natural numbers. The 
naturalness and importance of 1-degrees comes from the fact that they are 
exactly the recursive isomorphism types (a result which is the recursive 
analogue of the Schroeder-Bernstein theorem on the set-theoretical isomor
phism of two sets such that each one can be one-one mapped into the other). 
The analogy between classical set theory and recursive set theory can be 
pursued along the lines above (giving for example an analogue of Cantor's 
theorem on the nonexistence of an onto function between œ and wco) with 
some interesting new features (infinite sets A not recursively isomorphic to 
A — {x} for x E A exist here but not classically, unless the axiom of choice 
fails). The most surprising analogy, which is actually more than that since it 
subsumes the classical theory and produces new results, is the one between 
functions on co recursive in a parameter and functions on wco (or, homeomor-
phically, the irrationals) continuous with respect to the topology which is the 
product of the discrete topology on co. In this analogy the r.e. sets correspond 
to the open sets and there are effective (and nontrivial!) analogues of Borel 
and projective hierarchies. The most delicate point in the analogy is probably 
the introduction of the analogue of Hv which turns out to be the first 
(countable) ordinal not representing the order type of a recursive well-order
ing of co. 

All theorems of the classical descriptive set theory (like Souslin's theorem 
saying that the Borel sets are exactly the analytic-coanalytic sets) with the 
sole exception of the decomposition of every coanalytic set into N, disjoint 
Borel sets have effective versions of which they are consequences (but not 
conversely!) (see [Mt2] or [Hi]). Also, the effective theory has produced new 
classical results of which no classical proof is known, like the following 
extension of the old fact that every uncountable analytic set has cardinality 
2*°: any coanalytic equivalence relation (on w<o) has either countably many or 
2"° equivalence classes (Silver, see [KM]). 
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Recursion theory has provided new tools for the study of this subject. 
Sophisticated methods of proof like priority arguments, which were invented 
to solve Post's problem of classifying r.e. degrees, have been applied here, for 
example to prove the determinacy of Borel games (Martin, [Mtl]) and to 
obtain closed relations with no uniformizing functions of given countable 
Borel level (Harrington). Fine methods of classification of sets of reals have 
been introduced by analogy with m-reducibility (Wadge degrees, obtained 
from: A <w B iff for some continuous function ƒ, x E A <=>ƒ(.*) E E) or 
r-reducibility (Kleene degrees). Although the Wadge degrees were (at least in 
some sense) studied classically (when considering properties of sets preserved 
under inverse images of continuous functions), the concept of Kleene degree 
really requires the machinery of recursion theory even for its definition. 

The general problem of effective analogues of mathematical structures has 
been in the mind of recursion theorists since the beginning of the subject. The 
original paper in which Turing introduces his concept of mechanical com-
putability (see [Dal]) is really devoted to giving a precise notion of comput
able real number. It is interesting to note that the usual equivalent definitions 
of real numbers (infinite decimals, Dedekind cuts, Cauchy sequences, nested 
interval sequences, complete ordered field) remain equivalent when effecti-
vized. They define a countable subfield of R with computable field operations 
(but not computable equality) and containing all the real numbers of practi
cal interest, like the algebraic numbers, n, e, the real zeros of the Bessel 
functions, etc. Since classical methods of isolating and computing real roots 
are effective, the recursive real numbers are real closed and the recursive 
complex numbers are algebraically closed. Interesting new phenomena occur 
in recursive analysis, for example that every recursively continuous function 
on all reals is uniformly continuous, making the subject nontrivial (and very 
much related to intuitionistic analysis) (see [Go]). 

The reason for introducing recursive analysis was that among the basic 
structures of mathematics, R does not have a natural effective character, 
while N, Z and Q do. Consider for example Q. When we abstract some of its 
properties to obtain the concept of field, much gets lost. The natural topology 
induced by the order is not considered, and to restore part of the original 
richness topological fields are introduced. Another interesting feature not 
considered is the fact that Q has recursive domain and recursive operations. 
The notion of recursive field is hence defined to recapture this effective 
character. Thus a theory of recursive algebra can be developed, in which 
some classical facts remain true, sometimes requiring new effective proofs 
(e.g., every recursive field has a recursive algebraic closure) but others fail 
(e.g., a recursive field has a unique-up to recursive isomorphism-recursive 
algebraic closure iff it has a splitting algorithm, i.e., an algorithm to determine 
whether a polynomial on it is irreducible or not). This type of result which 
depends upon the priority method from the theory of r.e. degrees shows that 
some constructions cannot be done effectively starting with effective struc
tures, such as finding a transcendence basis given the field operations (see 
[MN]). 
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As in the case of descriptive set theory, algebra receives from recursion 
theory new concepts and tools. For a given (recursively presented) algebraic 
structure, the lattice of the recursively enumerable substructures of it can be 
considered, and a theory analogous to (but not consequence of) the one for 
recursively enumerable sets can be developed. The concept of degree can be 
used to give a measure of the complexity of a structure, although it is usually 
not enough to define the degree of a structure as its degree as a set (e.g., an 
independent subset of a recursive vector space may not always be effectively 
extended to a basis, so it seems more natural to consider the degree of the 
dependence relation itself). Another interesting part of the theory studies 
which structures may be thought of as effective (e.g., a finitely presented 
group is a recursive group iff it has a solvable word problem) and, among the 
effective structures, which are invariantly effective in the sense that any 
structure of the same kind isomorphic to it is already recursively isomorphic 
and thus the recursive structure is unique (e.g., a recursive Boolean algebra is 
invariantly recursive iff it has a finite number of atoms). 

We have talked until now about classifications of undecidable problems, 
but the decidable ones can also be classified by combining the strong 
reducibilities with notions and methods of complexity theory. Reducibilities 
that nontrivially split the class of the recursive sets are very strong, and will 
not be dealt with in this paper (but we will treat them in [O]). The idea 
needed to define a hierarchy among the decidable problems is to order them 
for example by the time needed to perform an algorithm for the problem (as a 
function of the input). Upper and lower bounds are known for many 
decidable problems (see [FeR]), and the degrees of recursive sets obtained 
from various notions of complexity have a structure similar in many respects 
to the one of r.e. T-degrees (for example they are a dense upper semilattice 
which is not a lattice, see [Lad]). We only quote here (a formulation of) a 
challenging open problem in the area, known as P = NP. Given a formula in 
the propositional calculus, there is an algorithm to decide whether it is 
satisfiable which runs in exponential time (the usual method of truth-tables). 
Is there any procedure running in polynomial time? 

This last example brings in the relationships between recursion theory and 
logic. Again decidability and undecidability arise naturally when we look at 
theories formulated in the first order predicate calculus. For example, the 
theories of groups, fields, lattices, the algebra of closed sets of the plane, the 
sentences in the language of plus and times for N, Z and Q are undecidable. 
On the other hand the theories of abelian groups, finite fields, Boolean 
algebras, the algebra of closed sets of Cantor's discontinuum, the sentences in 
the language of plus and times for R and C are decidable (see [ELTT]). 
Indeed, any //-degree is the degree of a theory and any r.e. //-degree is the 
degree of a finitely axiomatizable theory. This correspondence does not hold 
however for (r.e.) m-degrees (see [Be]). 

Recursion theory provides once again useful concepts to analyze theories. 
A surprising connection is for example: a consistent axiomatizable theory is 
not independently axiomatizable iff there is an enumeration {x0, xv . . . } of 
it such that the set {n: xn+l is deducible in the predicate calculus from 
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x0 . . . xn } is hypersimple (a concept defined later). Another is that a theory is 
effectively extensible (i.e., there is an effective procedure to get, given any r.e. 
set of axioms consistent with the theory, a sentence undecidable in the theory 
obtained by extending the original one by the new axioms) iff the sets of 
theorems and of refutable formulas are effectively inseparable. Also, any two 
effectively inseparable theories are mutually one-one reducible in a way 
preserving propositional connectives and relative derivability [PE], [MPE]. 

It may be worthwhile to sketch the methods usually used to prove the 
undecidability of a theory T. We say that a set A is representable in T if there 
is a formula <p in the language of T such that, for every x9 x G A iff <p(jc) is 
provable in T. The first obvious way to have undecidability for T is to prove 
that some nonrecursive set A is representable in T: any recursive decision 
procedure for T would give a procedure for A. Note that if T is axiomatized 
in the predicate calculus, then every set representable in it must be recursively 
enumerable, because to generate it we simply generate the theorems of the 
form <p(x). So in practice the method has always been applied using as A the 
most obvious recursively enumerable nonrecursive set: the one obtained by 
diagonalization of the recursively enumerable set (and called K later, as 
usual). 

There is also a less obvious method to prove the undecidability of T: 
instead of representing in it something nonrecursive, we may represent in T 
all the recursive sets. There is no reason, prima facie, to believe that the 
possibility of representing in T all the effective objects forces T to be 
undecidable, but it is so. In the case of (say) Peano Arithmetic both possibili
ties arise, and generally if we represent K in T then we represent all the 
recursively enumerable sets in it (since K codes all of them) and therefore in 
particular all the recursive ones. A nice application of the infinity injury 
method [Sh] gives a theory for which this second method is applicable but not 
the first one. It is worth noting that this was actually the first application of 
this powerful method, which has since proven so useful in the study of r.e. 
sets and degrees. 

Indeed the motivation for Post's original study of the r.e. degrees was to 
determine whether the first method to prove undecidability (applied with 
A = K, the only known example of recursively enumerable nonrecursive set 
at that time) was actually "the only method", in the sense of being at least in 
theory applicable to prove the undecidability of every undecidable axiomatiz-
able theory. In this direction Post showed that there are nonrecursive r.e. sets 
to which K is not m-reducible, while the method applies only when K <m T. 
He also asked whether in general a T-reduction of K was enough, i.e. if for 
every nonrecursive r.e. set A, A =T K. This is the famous Post's problem, and 
we are going to begin our study from it in §2. In §3 we study the mutual 
relationships of various reducibilities, whose structure theories are considered 
in the remaining paragraphs. 

We consider this paper as a companion to [Sol], in which Robert Soare has 
given a very elegant and readable survey of the present state of the theory of 
r.e. sets and r.e. T-degrees. We review the same topic from the point of view 
of stronger reducibilities, although we will not always restrict our attention to 
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r.e. degrees. We will follow Soare's approach, giving only sketches of proof 
and avoiding as much as possible technical details. The complete treatment 
will appear in our forthcoming book [O]. Our source of notations is Rogers' 
book [Ro]. Letters A, B, . . . are used for sets of natural numbers and 
a, e, i, . . . for natural numbers. In particular, We and <pe are respectively the 
r.e. set and the partial recursive function with index e. We^ is the finite 
approximation of We at stage s. Also <p/ is the partial function computed 
from oracle B by the eth procedure. We will occasionally identify a set and its 
characteristic function. We suppose that the reader has a working knowledge 
of the basic concepts of recursion theory. When the method of proof is 
priority, we will simply give the strategy for a single requirement. The 
reducibilities we are concerned with in §§2-7 are 

(a) one-one reducibility: A <i B if for some recursive one-one 
function ƒ and for all x, x G A <=> f(x) G B. 
(b) many-one reducibility: A <m B if for some recursive 
function ƒ and for all JC, x G A <=*f(x) G B. 
(c) truth-table reducibility: let {on}nŒo) be an effective enu
meration of all the propositional formulas built from the 
atomic ones "n G X" for n G co (//-conditions). Then A 
< u B if for some recursive function ƒ and for all x9 x G A «=» 
B satisfies a/(x) (abbreviated, B N cy(jc)). A useful characteriza
tion of //-reducibility (Nerode, see [Ro, p. 143]) is A <u B iff 
for some e such that for all X <p* is total, A = <pf. 
(d) Turing reducibility : A < T B if f or some e, A = <p/. 

Two more reducibilities will be considered in §8. 
All these reducibilities are reflexive and transitive, so if < r is any of them 

then A <r B /\ B <r A is an equivalence relation, whose equivalence classes 
are called r-degrees. A degree is said to be r.e. if it contains an r.e. set (only 
for 1- and m-degrees does an r.e. degree contain only r.e. sets; for //- and 
T-degrees this is true only for 0, to be defined later). Since A <i B => A <m B 
=> A <tt B => A <T B, every degree of a weaker reducibility is the union of 
degrees of stronger reducibilities. There are three things to study here. 

(1) The structure of degrees of a stronger reducibility inside the degrees of a 
weaker reducibility. 

(2) The structure of degrees (under the partial ordering induced on the 
equivalence classes by the given reducibility; if no confusion arises, we will 
simply name this order < ). 

(3) The structure of degrees of r.e. sets. 
For every reducibility, we will call the greatest r.e. degree 0'. It always exists 
since if AT = {e: e G We) then, for every r.e. set A, A <\ K. We would like to 
call the least degree 0, but this must be done with some care. No problem 
arises for //- and T-reducibilities, since if A is recursive then A <tt B for 
every B: given x, every //-condition which is 1 if x G A and 0 otherwise will 
reduce A to B. In particular, the recursive sets are exactly the elements of 0 
for //- and T-reducibilities. For m-reducibility the situation is almost as good: 
there are only three m-degrees containing recursive sets, but two of them are 
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the singletons {0} and {co} and the last contains every other recursive set. 
We call this one 0 and forget the other two, since their relation is 

{0} 

(to be connected from left to right means to be less than, to be one above the 
other means to be incomparable). Moreover, if A G 0 and B ^ 0 , to then 
A <m B via/such that, for fixed a G B and b G B 

., v [a if x G A, 
Ax) = { -

For 1-reducibility there are some additional problems, since if A <\_B then 
x G A <^f{x) G B for some one-one/; so it follows \A\ < \B\ and \A\ < \B\ 
(with \A | we denote the cardinality of A). Hence the situation for recursive 
sets is the following 

0 

b 0 bj b 2 

where an contains the sets with n elements, b„ the sets whose complement is in 
aw and 0 the infinite, coinfinite recursive sets. Moreover, it's not true that if 
A G 0 and B is infinite and coinfinite, then A <\ B (neither B nor B can be 
immune, see later). So it is better for our purposes to consider only the 
1-degrees above 0 and suppress the others. Having the notion of 0 we can say 
that a nonzero degree is minimal if there aren't degrees between it and 0. If a 
is minimal, (0, a} is the simplest example of an initial segment, i.e. of a set of 
degrees closed downward with respect to the order. 

We will call a u b and a n b, respectively, the least upper bound and the 
greatest lower bound of the degrees a and b, when they exist. By A 0 B we 
mean the set {2x: x G A} u {2x + 1: x G Z?}, which is like the disjoint 
union of A and B (note that it is r.e. when A and B are r.e.). An r.e. set is said 
to be r-complete if it is in 0' (relative to < r). 

2. Where it all started: Post's problem and T-completeness. The strong 
reducibilities we are concerned with were introduced by Post in his classic 
paper [Po]. We briefly sketch now the path he followed, and see some more 
recent progress along the same line. 

The great problem underlying all of Post's work was: find a structural 
property of r.e. sets which implies nonrecursiveness and non- ̂ -completeness. 
In terms of T-degrees: a property such that every r.e. set with this property 
has degree strictly between 0 and 0'. We know that the class of r.e. nonrecur-
sive and non-T-complete sets is nonempty because in 1956 Friedberg and 
Muchnik invented the priority method to exhibit such a set, but a positive 
solution of Post's problem in the style of Post's work was found only in 1976. 
Soare (see [Sol, Theorem 3.2]) proved that no property invariant under 
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automorphisms of the lattice of r.e. sets under inclusion can insure incom
pleteness. He also found (see [Sol, Theorem 5.1]) a different answer to Post's 
problem. 

Since we will be dealing with the concept of ÜT-completeness, it may be 
useful to begin with a criterion which is a very nice generalization of both the 
recursion theorem in fixed-point form [Ro, Theorem 11.1] and the Martin-
Lachlan criterion [Sol, Theorem 5.2]. The proof is from Soare [So2]. 

THEOREM 2.1 (ARSLANOV). An r.e. set A is complete iff there is a function 
f <T A with no fixed-point, i.e. for all x W^x) ^ Wx. 

PROOF. Let A be T-complete; (x: 0 G ^ } is r.e., hence recursive in A. So 
there is ƒ < T A such that 

_ ( {0} if 0 g Wx, 
W*x)~ [{0} ifOe wx, 

and for every x Wf^x) ^ Wx. 
Let f < T A be such that for every x W^x) ¥^ Wx, and let e be an index of ƒ 

relative to A, i.e. ƒ = <pf. Choose enumerations {^}5G<0 and {Ks}sGo} of A 
and K, and let \l/(x) = least s such that x E Ks if s exists, and \p(x) undefined 
otherwise. To have K < T A (and hence A T-complete) it is enough to 
majorize \p recursively in A, since then for s > \p(x), x E K<^>x E Ks. Define 
the recursive function f(s, x) = <pfj(x) where t > s is minimal such that <p£l(x) 
is defined. By the recursion theorem with parameters define the recursive 
function g by 

g(X) I r-V 1 

1 0 otherwise. 
The idea is that we use finite approximations to force a change in A, because 
we know that Wf^x) =£ Wx, so the part ^ 4 ^ used in the computation is wrong. 
Find, recursively in A9 the least s such that A and As agree up to fg(x): then 
s > xls(x). • _ 

After the introduction of the set K, Post noted the following simple fact: K 
contains an infinite r.e. set._In fact, by definition, if Wx Q K then x E K — 
Wx (if x E Wx then x E K because Wx Q K, but also by definition of K 
x E K, a contradiction; hence x £ Wx and x E K). To generate an mfinite 
r.e. subset of Ky start with a0 s._t. Wa = 0 : Jhen WaQ Q K and a0 E K; then 
take ax s.t. Wax = {a0}: Wax Q AT and ax EL K - {a0}, etc. So_it was natural to 
define the notion of simplicity: an r.e. set A is simple if A is immune, i.e. 
infinite and with no infinite r.e. subsets. We call S a Post simple set if it is 
defined in the following way: x E S iff for some e, x is the first element 
generated by We such that x > le. Thisjnakes S infinite and, for all e, if We 

is infinite then We n S ¥= 0 , so We % S. Post proved that a simple set can't 
be m-complete. Let us prove something a little more general. First a defini
tion: A and B are recursively inseparable if they are_disjoint and there doesn't 
exist a recursive set R such that A Ç R and B Ç R. If for some set B> A and 
B are recursively inseparable, we say that A is part of an r.i. pair. In most 
cases such as Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 A and B will be r.e. 
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THEOREM 2.2. (a) B <mA and B part of an r.i. pair of r.e. sets =» A 
nonsimple. 

(b) K is part of an r.i. pair of r.e. sets. 

PROOF, (a) Let x E B <^>f(x) E A with ƒ recursive. There is C r.e. such that 
B and C form an r.i. pair. Let D = f(C): if D were finite, then R = f~l(D) 
would be a recursive set separating B and C. So D is infinite and contained in 
A, and A is not simple. 

(b) If e E A =̂> <pe(e) = 0 and e E B <& <pe(e) = 1, then A and B are an r.i. 
pair (otherwise if A Q R and B Q R with JR recursive, define 

l o i f j c e * . 
If ƒ = <pe then for x = e we have a contradiction). Since K is complete let 
A <i AT via g; then A' and g(5) are recursively inseparable. • 

The next step was to ask: can a simple set be T-complete? Since a simple 
set can't be recursive (otherwise its complement is r.e. and infinite), a negative 
answer would provide a solution of Post's problem. But the set S is already 
T-complete. In fact S is not only simple, but effectively simple, in the sense 
that there is a recursive function g such that We Q S =» | We\ < g(e) (namely 
g{e) = 2e\ and every effectively simple set is T-complete (let f <T S such 
that WAx) = the first g(e) + 1 elements of S: then for all x WRx) ¥= Wx9 so S 
is T-complete by Theorem 2.1). By changing the set S a little, Post con
structed a simple set which is in fact //-complete. The next result proves that 
the set S can already be //-complete itself, if we choose the enumeration 
{Wx}x(Eo3 of the r.e. sets in a suitable way. A much more difficult argument 
proves that S can be //-incomplete [La7]. So we have a property (S is 
//-complete) which depends on the chosen enumeration of the r.e. sets. 
Jockusch and Soare [JSo] were the first to note that such a situation is 
possible for another set constructed by Post. 

THEOREM 2.3 (LACHLAN [La7]). Post's simple set can be tt-complete. 

PROOF. Given {Wx}xŒoi we define {Wx}xfEoi so that x Œ K&BX Q S\ 
where Bx is a finite set (obtained effectively from x) and S' is the Post's set 
constructed from { Wx). Note that if there exists e such that 2e < z /\ W'e = 
{z}, then z is put into S''. Also we want, among the Wx, all the Wx. So we can 
define 

W^ = 0 , W'v = Wx, if x E K then W^+l = {2x+l + 3), so 
that (2x+l + 3) E S\ since 2(2* + 1) < 2x+l + 3. In ger^ 
eral, for 0 < n < 2X, W^+n = (2X+1 + 2n + 1} if x E K 
then, for 0 < n < 2X, W^+n = 0 . 

Now let Bx = {2x+l + 2n + 1: 0 < n < 2X). If x E AT then no element of Bx 

is put into S' by W^+n for 0 < « < 2X, but perhaps by some_other Wy for 
>> < JC. Moreover at most x such elements are put into S' so S" n Bx ^ 0. 
D 

Post then tried to extend the notion of simple set and the fact that simple 
sets are not m-complete, introducing hypersimple sets and proving that they 
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are not //-complete. An r.e. set A is hypersimple if its complement is hyper
immune, i.e. infinite and there doesn't existja recursive sequence of (codes of) 
disjoint finite sets, each one intersecting A. If we only consider singletons 
instead of finite sets, we have the notion of simple set. Note that the most 
straightforward generalization of the notion of simple sets, i.e. there doesn't 
exist̂  a recursive sequence of disjoint nonempty finite sets each one contained 
in A, is equivalent to simplicity (from such a sequence we can obtain an r.e. 
subset of A by picking an element in each set). The point here is that if A is 
simple then there can exist such a sequence, because for every one of the 
finite sets we know that one element is in A, but we could not know which, so 
that it could be impossible to obtain an r.e. subset of A. In fact e.g. S is 
simple but not hypersimple, since the sequence Bn = {2n, 2n + 1, . . . , 2W+1 

— 1} is a counterexample. The fact that the hypersimple sets are not tt-com
plete can be extended in the style of Theorem 2.2a. 

THEOREM 2.4 (DENISOV [Den2]). B <a A and B part of an r.i. pair of r.e. 
sets =» A nonhypersimple. 

PROOF. Let B and C be r.i. and r.e. Given n, we want to effectively find an 
m > n such that {n + 1, n + 2, . . . , m] n A =£ 0. There is a recursive func
tion/such that x EL B<^> A^ <jf(xy Since B n C = 0 , 

x E B f\y E C=>AV oAx) /\AV oÂy). 

Let z G ^4* <=>(z < n /\z e A)\J z >n(so^4 and A* are the same up to n). 
If 

x<EB f\y <E CA(A*toÂx)*>A*toÂy)) 

then A and A * must be different, so for some z > n used in the two 
computations, z £ A (since z G A *). The problem is that we don't know A * 
effectively since A is not recursive, in general. But there are only 2W+1 

possibilities for membership in (0, . . . , n}; let Af (i < 2n+l) correspond to 
these possibilities, and note that there exist x and y such that 

xeBAyeCAOfi< 2n+l)[A* N om*>Af ¥aM] 

since otherwise we could recursively separate B and C because 

XOy^(\fi < 2n + l)[A* 1= a ^ ^ , * 1= oM] 

is a recursive equivalence relation with only finitely many equivalence classes. 
(If x, y did not exist we could separate B and C by taking the union of the 
equivalence classes containing elements of, say, B.) So given n we can find x, 
y as above and define m to be the maximum element used in cy(x), a^y). • 

We don't yet know if hypersimple sets exist and if they can be T-complete. 
Post constructed a hypersimple set, and this is how far he went: he did not 
know the answer to the second question. Dekker found a method to answer 
both questions together, but this was only in 1954 [Dek]. As Jockusch and 
Soare [JSo] proved, Post's hypersimple set can be T-complete or not, depend
ing on the enumeration of the r.e. sets. 

THEOREM 2.5 (DEKKER). Every nonrecursive r.e. T-degree contains a hyper-
simple set. 
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PROOF. Let A be r.e. nonrecursive, and ƒ be a recursive one-one function 
with range A. Then the set B of deficiency stages in the enumeration of A 
given by/, i.e. 

x E B «* (3y)(y >xA ƒ(>>) <ƒ(*)) 
is hypersimple and in the same T-degree of A. In fact 

(a) x E B iff (By <f(x))(y EA- {/(O), . . . , ƒ(*)}), so B 
<ttA_. 
(b) B is certainly infinite, so given x find y EL B such that 
/OO > •* (recursively in B). Then x E A iff x G 
{/(O), ._..,ƒ(>>- l ) } , s o ^ < r ü . 
(c) If 2? is not hyperimmune, there is a recursive sequence 
{Fn}n(Eoi of disjoint finite sets, each one intersecting B. Let 
g(n) = 1 + max U / < M Ff: g is recursive and g(ri) is greater 
than the nth element of B. So x E A iff A: E 
{/(O), . . . , f(g(x))} and 4̂ is recursive, contradiction. • 

Even without knowing whether or not there was a ^-complete hypersimple 
set, Post introducedjhe following extension of the concept: an r.e. set A is 
hyperhypersimple if A is hyperhyperimmune, i.e. infinite and there does not 
exist a recursive sequence of (finite) disjoint r.e. sets (given via r.e. indices), 
each one intersecting A. The word finite is in parentheses because it turns out 
[Yl] that the same class of r.e. sets is obtained, with or without the restriction. 
Lachlan proved that the hyperhypersimple sets are exactly those coinfinite r.e. 
sets whose r.e. supersets are (under inclusion, modulo finite sets) a Boolean 
algebra (see [Sol, Theorem 7.1]). Let us turn for a moment to Turing 
reducibility. To^ay A <T B means that for some e, A = <pf: to see for 
example if x E A, we generate the computation relative to <pf(x), and this is 
an r.e. procedure plus some finite questions using the Z?-oracle. If {Dn}nŒ(tJ is 
an effective enumeration of the finite sets, we can say that there is an r.e. 
relation R such that 

x EÂO(3U)(3V)[R(X, U, V) /\DV C B A A, C jjf]. 

If A is r.e. the existence of such an R is actually equivalent to A < T B: to see 
if x is in A or not, we simultaneously generate A and {(w, t>): R(x,_u9 v)} and 
see if x E A or, for some u and i>, R(x, u9 v) /\ Dv Q B /\ Du Q B. When B 
too is r.e., we can absorb into R the part Dv Q B. So, for A and B r.e., 
A < T B iff for some r.e. R 

x E Â**(3U)[R(X, U) /\DU Q B], 

It's natural to see what happens when we only use single questions in the 
oracle, instead of finite questions; that is when, for some r.e. R9 

x E Â<=>(3U)[R(X, U) /\U E J?"]. 

By uniformity there_is a recursive function ƒ such that R(x9 ü)<^>u E W^xy so 
J C G I O Wf(x) nB=£0orxEA<=> Wf(x) Q B. We say that A is g-reduci-
ble to B (A <Q E) when there is a recursive function ƒ such that, for every JC, 
x E A «=> Wf(x) Q B. When A and B are r.e., A <Q B => A <T B but there is 
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no implication between Q and tf-reducibility. It's useful to note that we can 
always assume Wf^x) finite, since we could replace it with a new r.e. finite set 
Wg(x) Ç Wf{x) this way: generate Wfix), A and B simultaneously, and put 
elements of Wf^x) into Wg^x) until either x E A or a z has been generated in 
Wg(x) but not yet in B (if at a later stage we find z E B, we go on). If x E A 
then Wg(x) is finite and Wf(x) Q B; if x E A then Wf(x) n ^ j ^ 0 and we stop 
generating Wg(x) when we run into the first z E H^x) n 5 . The interest of 
g-reducibility lies in the next result. 

THEOREM 2.6 (SOLOVE'V [SI]). Hyperhypersimple sets are not Q-complete. 

PROOF. Let K <Q A, i.e. x E K<^> Wg^ Q A for some recursive functiong. 
To prove that A is not hyperhypersimple, suppose we already have 
Wf(0). . . Wf(n) (finite): we want Wf(n + l) such that 

W W i > n i > 0 and WÂn+l)nl\J WM\-0. 

We try to have f(n + 1) = g(a) for some a E K, so that Wgia) n A ^= 0. The 
idea is to define an r.e. set B C K such that 

* ^ ^ w n ( l J ^o )=0 

and then take a_ such that 2?= JF6 : WaQ K=* a E: K — B and we are done. 
To have B C Kwe ask 

x E £=> Wg ( x )n A^0. 

Putting together the two conditions we have 

x E B^Wgix) n I n I U WM\ * 0. 

This doesn't give us exactly what we want; we won't obtain a sequence of r.e. 
disjoint sets-they will only be disjoint on A. But it's easy to see that this 
doesn't cause difficulties (extract a new sequence of really disjoint sets, by 
simultaneously generating the Wf^s and avoiding repetitions; since what 
matters is that on A there is no overlapping, everything works). Since A is not 
r.e., the true definition of B will be 

n 

x E B <p^(3s > x) wg(x)iS n AS n U w^ * 0 
i - O 

The reason to have s > x is that, since U ?«o 5y<o x* finite, for x (and hence s) 
big enough it will be true that x £ 5 = > x G l S o w e don't have B Q K, but 
at least B QJ* K (i.e. B n K is finite). Let a0 be such that B = Wao; if a0 E £ 
then a0 E AT (by definition of A'), but if we find a0 E B then a0 E AT and 
W (̂öo) Ç ^4, so this doesn't work. In this case, let WQ{ = B — {a0} and see if 
ax E Wax etc. We define a sequence a0, a ^ . . but we get stuck after a finite 
number of steps; otherwise (from B Q * K) we would have an at such that 
#,. E Wüi but a, E AT, contradiction. Then we let W^w+rj_= U ,- Wg^ (note 
that if at E AT then Wg{aj) Q A, so there is no problem on >4). • 
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As usual, we still have to see if hyperhypersimple sets exist and if they can 
be T-complete. To answer the first question, we introduce a concept easier to 
work with: an r.e^ set A is maximal if A is cohesive, i.e. infinite and for every 
r.e. set B, B n A is finite or B n A is finite. Historically, the concept was 
defined by Myhill as the ultimate step toward the solution of Post's problem 
along the line proposed by Post himself: maximal sets have the thinnest 
possible complement, because an equivalent condition for A being maximal is 
that for every r.e. superset B of A, either B is cofinite or B — A is finite. Of 
course, every r.e. coinfinite set has at least that kind of r.e. superset, so the 
requirement is really minimal: if even maximal sets do not solve Post's 
problem, the situation gets desperate. Friedberg [Fr] proved the existence of 
maximal sets, and Yates [Yl] destroyed the hopes that an r.e. set with 
sufficiently thin complement is incomplete. 

THEOREM 2.7 (FRIEDBERG, YATES). There is a T-complete maximal set. 

PROOF. We want to have, for every e, 

We infinite => We n A finite or We n A finite. 

The idea of the construction is to have 

We n A infinite =» from a certain point on, every element of A is in We. 

To obtain this, we try to construct A in such a way that its wth element is in 
W0 n • • • n Wn or, if this is not possible, in Wt n • • • O Wim where 
0o> • • • > 'm) *s t n e b e s t possibility with respect to the priority ordering 
^o» ^i» *̂ 2> • • • • Technically, at stage s + 1 we have .4,, W0s9 . . . , Wns and 
a0, . . . , an_l and we take as an the least element in As n Wt n • • • n W^ 
greater than an_l9 where 

i0 is the least / < n such that Wis n As ^= 0 (above an_l), ix 

is the least / < n such that WiiS n Wt n As ^ 0 (above 
fln_i), i > I'O» etc. 

This gives a maximal set. To have a T-complete maximal set it is enough to 
modify the construction, so as to have_y4 effectively simple. This can be 
obtained by_allowing the nth element of A in We only if n < e9 so that in the 
end We Q J=> \We\<e+\. • 

Lachlan has noted that the maximal set originally constructed by Friedberg 
is already T-complete, so the last modification of the proof is really not 
necessary. He calls A effectively maximal if there is a recursive function g 
such that for every e the sequence of 0's and l's consisting of the values of the 
characteristic function of We on the elements of A_ (in increasing order) has at 
most g(e) alternations (note: We n A or We n A is finite). Take Wfie) = the 
first elements of A up to_the g(e) + 1 alternations of the characteristic 
function of A (both A and A are infinite). Then ƒ is recursive in A and has no 
fixed point, so by Arslanov's criterion A is T-complete. The set A constructed 
in Theorem 2.7 is automatically effectively maximal (take g(e) = e + 1) and 
hence T-complete. 
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Since, obviously, a maximal set is hyperhypersimple, we have the same 
result for hyperhypersimple sets; in particular, they are not, in general, 
^-incomplete. But since they are non-g-complete and 0-reducibility is so 
near to T-reducibility, we may hope to find some property that reduces 
/"-completeness to (^-completeness, s o that this together with hyperhypersim-
plicity would reach our goal. The only trouble (for r.e. sets) seems to be the 
reduction of an expression of the kind Du Q A to one of the kind u G A. 
Let's call a set A semirecursive if there is a recursive function ƒ of two 
variables, such that for all x and y 

f(x9 y) = x or f(x,y) = y, 

x E. A \/y G A =>f(xyy) G A. 

THEOREM 2.8 (MARCHENKOV [Ma4]). If A is r.e. and semirecursive and 
B <T A then B <Q A; so if A is T- complete then A is also Q-complete. 

PROOF. Let A be semirecursive with respect to ƒ, and D be a finite set with 
elements x0, . . . , xn. Since x Œ A \/ y E: A <&f(x,y) G ^4jt's enough to de
fine z0 = x0 and zi+l = f(zi9 xi+ Y) to have D C A if f zn G A. • 

Now we really have the solution at hand: a hyperhypersimple semirecursive 
set is not T-complete! It only remains to construct such a set. The simplest 
condition that insures semirecursiveness is the following: A is r.e. and there is 
an enumeration (a0, a,, . . . } of A (not necessarily recursive) and a partial 
recursive function <p such that <p(%) = a0 and <p(an+l) = an (a set with the 
property that A has above is called regressive', if {a0, ax, . . . } is the enumera
tion in order of magnitude, the set is called retraceable). To define ƒ as 
desired, given x and y we simultaneously generate A, (<p "(•*)}„ e<o and 
{<Pn(y))n(Etc (<Pn is t n e w t n iteration of <p) and see what happens first: if x G A 
then we set f(x,y) = f(y9 x) = x; if x G {<pn(y)}w(Ew then we set f(x9y) = 
f(y, x) = y, and we are finished. 

THEOREM 2.9 (JOCKUSCH [Jl]). Every nonrecursive r.e. T-degree contains a 
hypersimple semirecursive set. 

PROOF. Take the set B as in Theorem 2.5: it's enough_to see that it is 
coretraceable. We want <p partial recursive such that iijc G B then <p(.x) is the 
greatest element of B less than x. But since if x G B then y > x =*f(x) < 
f(y), to see if something less than x is in B it's enough to check the values of ƒ 
below x. So we can define <p(x) as the greatest z < x such that z <y < x => 
f(z)<f(y) (if any). Q 

Jockusch [Jl] has extended the result as follows: every nonrecursive (r.e.) 
//-degree contains a semirecursive (r.e.) set. As remarked before, we would 
like to prove now the existence of hyperhypersimple semirecursive sets, but 
once again the solution to Post's problem escapes us. 

THEOREM 2.10 (MARTIN). No hyperhypersimple set is semirecursive. 

PROOF. Since if a set is semirecursive, so is its complement, it's enough to 
prove that A immune semirecursive => A nonhyperhyperimmune. First note 
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that A is the lower cut of a recursive linear ordering <o, i.e. x <oy A y £ A 
=> x E A. Let ƒ be as in the definition of semirecursiveness. We define <o 
inductively on the integers up to n. Let 0 <o 0 and let JC0, . . . , xn be the 
integers in (0, . . . , ri) such that x0 <o xl <o • • • <o xn. To insert n + 1 
somewhere, we do this 

-if f(n + 1, x0) = n + 1 then x0 E A=> n + 1 E >4, so « + 
1 <o*. 
-if f(n + 1, xn) = xn similarly we let xn <o n + 1. 
-otherwise, let / be the greatest such that f{n + 1, xt) = xf 

and ƒ(« + 1, xi+l) = « + 1 (note that f(n + 1, x0) = x0 and 
ƒ(« + 1, xn) = « + 1). Then xi+l E a => w + 1 E 4̂ => .x,. E 
A9 so X; <on + 1 <o x /+1. 

Now let x E 2? <=> (Vy)(.x; < y => x <oy); B is an infinite subset of A (if 
x Œ B,\cty Œ A /\x < y: then x <o>> and x Œ A. For the infinity see [Jl]), 
and it is retraceable by a total recursive function, because if x E B and z <x 
then z G B <=> (Vy)(z < >> < x => z <o>0, so that we can let 

( max z s.t. z < x /\ (Vy)(z < y < x =» z <OJ0 otherwise, 

where 60 is the least element of B. Since g{x) < x, for every x there is « such 
thatgw+1(x) = gw(x). Then 

Fn = (x : « is the least i such thatg'+ 1(x) = g'(x)} 

is a sequence of r.e. disjoint sets, each one intersecting A (if b0, bl9 . . . is an 
enumeration of B in order of magnitude, gn+l(bn) = gn(bn) so 6n E Fn). • 

At this point, Theorems 2.7 and 2.10 suggest one good possibility (with, as 
Russell would say, all the advantages of theft over honest toil) to give up. An 
even better suggestion comes from Theorems 2.6 and 2.8: to relax the 
requirement of hyperhypersimplicity, in a way that doesn't spoil non-g-com-
pleteness but allows coexistence with semirecursiveness. Let us try this honest 
path, and replace in the prior definitions equality with an r.e. equivalence 
relation TJ, in the style of [E3]. A set A is ^-closed if (Vx)(Vy)(x E A A X7\y => 
y E: A), i.e. A consists of equivalence classes, and it is -q-finite if it consists of 
finitely many equivalence classes (in particular an Tj-finite set is Tj-closed). By 
restricting our attention to ^-closed sets and replacing the notion of finiteness 
with that of TJ-finiteness, we can relativize to t] the notions of this paragraph, 
and obtain the concepts of ^-simplicity, r)-hypersimplicity9 TJ-hyperhypersimplic
ity, -q-maximality. For example, an r.e. set A is Tj-maximal if it is ry-closed, co-
Tj-infinite and the only possible r.e^Tj-closed supersets B of A are those such 
that either B - A is 17-finite, or B is rj-finite. The implications among the 
unrelativized concepts remain true in this relativized context (e.g. an rj-maxi-
mal set is rç-hyperhypersimple), but note that now Tj-simplicity (in fact even 
Tj-maximality) doesn't necessarily imply nonrecursiveness. Only notational 
changes are required to obtain, for example, 

THEOREM 2.11 (MARCHENKOV [Ma4]). For every 17, r)-hyperhypersimple sets 
are not Q-complete. 
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Also, Theorem 2.8 doesn't mention TJ at all. Made suspicious by the 
previous disappointments, we almost do not dare to ask if, for some % 
Tj-hyperhypersimple semirecursive (nonrecursive) sets may exist. But, at last, 
here it is: a phoenix is reborn from the ashes of Theorem 2.10, and gives a 
solution to Post's and our problems! 

THEOREM 2.12 (DEGTEV [Deg5]). There is an r.e. equivalence relation TJ, for 
which there exists an TJ-maximal semirecursive nonrecursive set. 

PROOF. In the construction we will define an infinite number of boxes, 
which should be thought of as the classes of 17. One big box will constitute A 
(so A is Tj-closed), and in the end we want infinitely many boxes (so A is 
Tj-infinite). To make A nonrecursive, we make it simple. To make A 77-maxi-
mal, we want (as in Theorem 2.7) that, for every e, 

We n A infinite => from a certain point on, every box of A intersects We. 

Since every box (except the one of A ) will be finite, when We is rj-closed then 
We n A infinite will mean We n A TJ-infinite, and every box intersecting We 

will actually be contained in We. Also, we'll make A semirecursive. 
We sketch the strategies _separately. At the beginning the box for A is 

empty, and the nth box for A is the singleton {n}. The idea to make A simple 
is the usual one: if we find an element of We in a box whose position is > 2e, 
we put all elements of the box into A (so We n A ^ 0 and A will be 
tj-closed). To make A rj-maximal, we try to have the nth box of A intersecting 
W0r\ . . . n Wn\ if for example at a certain stage we find m and n such that 
m < n and Wt (i < m) intersects the nth box but not the mth, we put all the 
boxes from the mth through the nth together, and reindex the boxes. To make 
A semirecursive, if x G As+X — As and x < y < s, then all elements of the 
box in which y is go into As+l. This allows us to define directly the function ƒ 
that makes A semirecursive. 

f(x,y) = 

ma.x{x,y] if x,y & As, 

x if x E As, 

y if x g As A y e As, 

where s = m&x{x,y}: if in the first case x < y and x goes into A at a later 
stage, also>> goes into A since that stage is bigger than max{ .*,>>}. • 

This proof is the first example of a priority argument in the form of the 
e-state method that produces directly an r.e. incomplete set. Incomplete 
maximal sets were obtained before, but by combining the e-state method with 
the usual kind of priority. The e-state method gave an incomplete set in 
Sacks' construction of a minimal T-degree below 0', but its degree was not r.e. 

Of course, the list of problems never has an end. The next problem is also 
the beginning of our list. 

Problem 1. Characterize the T-degrees containing Tj-maximal (rj-hyper-
hypersimple) semirecursive sets. 

Some interesting results have been obtained by Miller [Mi]: Tj-maximal 
semirecursive sets are all low2 (i.e. their double jump is 0") and this of course 
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greatly improves the mere incompleteness (some weaker results along this line 
were also obtained by Kobzev [Ko4]). In contrast, there are high Tj-hyper-
hypersimple semirecursive sets (i.e. with jump 0") and hence in some sense 
Theorem 2.11 is optimal. The classification of the T-degrees containing 
Tj-maximal semirecursive sets seems to be difficult since Miller has also 
proved that there are such degrees which are not low and that not every low 
degree contains ^-maximal semirecursive sets. The existence of low degrees 
containing rj-maximal semirecursive sets is easily proved by applying the 
permitting method to push the set constructed in Theorem 2.12 below any 
given nonzero degree (Marchenkov). 

3. The structure inside single degrees. Suppose that rx and r2 are two 
reducibilities such that A < r , B =» A <r2B: then every r2-degree consists of 
many rx-degrees. The first thing to study is how many of these degrees there 
can be. The same question can be posed for r.e. degrees. Since if A < m B and 
B is r.e. then A is r.e., the degrees below 0' are, for m- and 1-reducibility, all 
r.e. (and contain only r.e. sets). For //- and ÜT-reducibility this is of course not 
true anymore. 

We begin with 1- and w-reducibility. A set A is called a cylinder if for every 
B, B <m A => B <i A. Here we have some equivalent characterizations. First 
let A - B be the set {{x,y}: x E A /\ y E B) (where (x,y} is a recursive 
one-one onto function). 

THEOREM 3.1 (ROGERS, YOUNG). The following are equivalent. 
(a) A is a cylinder, 
(b) A=iA-N, 
(c) there is a recursive function f such that, for all x, Wj^ is infinite and 

x E A =» Wf(x) C A and x E A => Wf(x) Ç A. 

PROOF. For (a)=»(b) use the fact that always A <i A • N (via g(x) = 
<x, x}) and A • N <m A (via g«.*,>>» = x). 

For (b) => (c), if A is cylinder then A • N <i A (because A • N <m A al
ways), say via g. Let Wf(x) = { g(z): z E {x} • JV}, and this takes care of one 
direction. Finally, if B < m A let ƒ be as in (c) and use the facts on W^x) to get 
a one-one reduction of B to A and thus (c) => (a). • 

The following is simply an observation based on the fact that A =m A - N 
always holds. 

PROPOSITION 3.2. An m-degree consists of a single l-degree iff it contains 
only cylinders. 

We still don't know if there are nonrecursive m-degrees consisting of only 
one l-degree (there are two trivial recursive examples: {0} and {<o}). We'd 
like to have a form of Proposition 3.2 working when a property is true of one 
member of the m-degrees, not of all. We don't know of a necessary and 
sufficient condition, but below are some sufficient conditions. First let KA = 
{e: e E Wf}, A" = {x: AY ox] and let's call A perfect if A is 17-closed for 
some nontrivial r.e. equivalence relation 17 for which the only 17-closed 
recursive sets are 0 and co (also TJ is called perfect). 
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THEOREM 3.3. An m-degree consists of a single l-degree if it contains a set of 
one of the following kinds. 

(a) KA for any A (Myhill), 
(b) A "for A r.e. nonrecursive (Kobzev [Ko3]), 
(c) A perfect (Ershov [E3]). 

PROOF, (a) Consider K (for KA, relativize). Let A =m_K\ A is_r.e., so 
A <i K. Since K <m A, let x G K<&f{x) G A. As Wx C K => xJE K - Wx, 
if Wg(2) = f~\Wx) and h(x) = f(g(x)) then Wx C A =* /*(*) G ,4 - Wx. We 
find /** one-one with the same property; this way: h*(0) = h(0). If h(n + 1) 
« {/**(0), . . . , h*(n)} then /r*(/i + 1) = h(n + 1); otherwise let Wt{x) = ^ 
U {/*(•*)} and a = max{/i*(0), . . . , h*{ri)} and consider /i(« + 1), ht(n + 1), 
/tf2(/i + 1), . . . : either we find a repetition, or we find an element greater 
than a. In the first case let h*(n + 1) = a + 1 (since here ^ r t + 1 (f v4); in the 
second let h*(n + 1) be the first element of the sequence greater than a. In 
the end, if/? is one-one and such that 

w x « ({**/>(*)} i f * e t f , 
^ * 1 0 otherwise, 

(by the recursion theorem), then x G ÀT<=> h*p(x) G 4̂ and AT <i ^4. 
(b) Note the following properties of Au\ for every C, if C <nA" then 

C <i v4", hence .4 <i ^4" and A" <\ A". So, since 4̂ is r.e. nonrecursive, A 
and ,4 " are recursively inseparable. Now let B =m A ": B < m A ", so B < i A " 
by above. Let >4" <m B, say ,4 N ax <=>ƒ(*) G 5 ; we'd like to have infinitely 
many choices to modify ƒ (to make it one-one). Let h be such that oh^xz) is 
(a2 A — ox) V ( ~ tfz A crj; 

MZELA" then (Vx)(x G ^ " <̂> h(x, z) G T7 7) , 

if z G ^4" then (Vx)(x SA"<*> h(x, z) G A ") . 

Hence if P̂ . = {fh(x, z): z G^4J then by above (since A and A " are disjoint) 
x Œ A" =* Px C B and x G ^ ' ^ ^ C 5, and each Px is infinite (if Pa is 
finite, then z G R<=>fh(a, z) G Pa defines a recursive set separating A and 
,4"). 

(c) Proof similar to that of (a), using the fact that every equivalence class of 
a perfect equivalence relation is an infinite r.e. set (when passing from a given 
/ i t o a one-one h*, in the case h(n + 1) G {/i*(0), . . . , h*(n)}). This works in 
both directions, and in the case A <m B => A <\ B (when A <m B via g) the 
point is that if one cannot get a new value by generating g(y) for y in the 
^-closure of the element considered, then eventually g~l(F) would be TJ-
closed for some finite F-SL contradiction. • 

A simple corollary is 

THEOREM 3.4 (JOCKUSCH [J2]). Every T-degree above 0' and every r.e. 
tt-degree contain an m-degree consisting of a single \-degree. 

PROOF. From parts (a) and (b) of Theorem 3.3, since every T-degree above 
0' contains a set of the form KA, and since for every A A =„ A ". • 

file:///-degree
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Problem 2. Does every T-degree contain an m-degree consisting of only one 
1-degree? 

THEOREM 3.5 (JOCKUSCH [J2], SOARE). Every r.e. T-degree contains an r.e. 
m-degree consisting of a single l-degree. 

SKETCH OF PROOF. Yates [Yl] proved that every r.e. nonrecursive T-degree 
contains a simple nonhypersimple set A. Ershov [E3] proved that for such an 
A, {x: Dx Q A) is perfect (and, clearly, in the same T-degree of A). • 

Problem 3. Does every r.e. ^-degree contain an r.e. m-degree consisting of 
only one l-degree? 

It's worth noting that not every m-degree consisting of a single l-degree 
contains a perfect set (since it's possible to modify Theorem 2.4 and have 
B <tt A and B perfect =» A nonhypersimple, see [Den2]). 

Problem 4. Find a property P such that the m-degree of A consists of a 
single l-degree iff A has the property P. 

What is the possible structure of 1-degrees inside (r.e.) m-degrees? 

THEOREM 3.6 (YOUNG [YO]). An m-degree contains either only one or 
infinitely many 1-degrees. 

PROOF. Using part (c) of Theorem 3.2 we have 

B®B<\B=>B®B cylinder => B cylinder. 

So if B is not cylinder, its m-degree contains the chain 5 < i 5 0 5 < i . . . . 
D 

Young [Yo] proved that if there is more than one l-degree in a given 
m-degree, then there is a dense linear ordering of 1-degrees in it. 

Problem 5. If an m-degree has more than one l-degree, does it contain an 
infinite antichain of 1-degrees (i.e. a set of mutually incomparable 1-degrees)? 

Degtev [Deg5] proved that it is so if the m-degree is r.e. 

THEOREM 3.7 (ROGERS, DEKKER). In every m-degree there is always a 
greatest 1- degree, but not always {not even f or r.e. ones) a least. 

PROOF. Let A be in the m-degree. If B <m A then (from A <mA - N) 
B <m A • TV, so B <i A • N. Hence the l-degree of A • N is independent of the 
choice of A and it is the greatest. 

If A is simple, let z e A; then A u {z} <\ A and A u {z} =m A. Since if 
A is simple and B =m A and B <\ A then B is simple, below A there can't be 
a least l-degree. • 

Let's call a l-degree in an m-degree maximal if there aren't 1-degrees 
between it and the greatest one, minimal if there aren't (in the m-degree) 
1-degrees below it, except the least one (if this exists). In this terminology the 
greatest l-degree is not maximal. 

THEOREM 3.8 (DEGTEV [Deg6]). No r.e. m-degree has a maximal \-degree. If 
there are minimal 1-degrees, then there is the least one. 

PROOF. The first result is immediate, since we noted that if B is not 
cylinder, then neither is B 0 B, and B <i B © B. Let A =m B with A and B 
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r.e. and of incomparable 1-degrees. If e.g. x G A <=» f(x) G B, let x G R <=> 
(By < x)[f(x) = f(y)]; ^ is recursive. If C = ^ u R then C <i ^ and C 
<i i? and C =mA. But, since 4̂ and B are 1-incomparable, C <\A and 
C <i 2?. So, if A has minimal 1-degree, C must have a least 1-degree (in the 
m-degree of A). • 

Degtev [Deg6] proved that there can be a least element and no minimal 
elements. Also, for every n there can be exactly n minimal elements. 

Problem 6. Does there exist an r.e. m-degree with infinitely many minimal 
1-degrees? 

We turn now to the relationship between //- and m-degrees. Here the case 
of r.e. degrees must be treated by itself. Let's study first the general case. 

THEOREM 3.9 (JOCKUSCH [J2]). Every nonrecursive tt-degree contains in
finitely many m-degrees. 

SKETCH OF PROOF. Use the fact that every nonrecursive //-degree contains 
an immune nonhyperimmune set which is retraceable by a total function (this 
is easy; given 2?, consider the set of sequence numbers coding initial segments 
of the characteristic function of B) and a property of immune retraceable sets 
(no disjoint sequence of finite sets of bounded cardinality can be the witness 
of the nonhyperimmunity of such a set) to prove that, if A is such a set, then 
A <m A • A <m . . . . (This is not immediate. See [J2].) • 

Problem 7. Does every nonrecursive //-degree contain an infinite antichain 
of m-degrees? 

The existence of two incomparable m-degrees is easy; as quoted above, 
everyjionrecursive //-degree contains a semirecursive set A, and in this case A 
and A are m-incomparable. 

THEOREM 3.10 (ROGERS, JOCKUSCH). In every tt-degree there is always a 
greatest m-degree, but no nonrecursive tt-degree contains a least m-degree. 

PROOF. For every A, A =„ Au and B <n A => B <i A ", so actually there is 
a greatest 1-degree. Also, from Theorem 4.6 we will see that every nonrecur
sive //-degree contains a minimal pair of m-degrees, so no m-degree in it can 
be the least one. • 

Problem 8. What is the situation for maximal and minimal m-degrees inside 
a given //-degree? 

The knowledge of the relationship between r.e. //-degrees and the r.e. 
m-degrees inside them is still not very great. 

THEOREM 3.11 (DEGTEV [Deg5], FISCHER). There are r.e. tt-degrees with only 
one r.e. m-degree, and others {e.g. 0') with infinitely many. 

PROOF. TO have an r.e. //-degree with infinitely many r.e. m-degrees, the 
idea is to iterate the following reasoning. Let A be the simple //-complete set 
of Theorem 2.3, so for some ƒ, x G K <=» Bx Q A. We have in general 
A <m A A and A =tt A • A. Suppose A - A < m A ; then for some recursive g, 
xEiA/\yE.A<=> g(x, y) G A. Use this fact several times and the //-reduc
tion of K to A, to have a recursive h such that x G K<^> h(x) G A ; contradic
tion, because a simple set is not m-complete. In the general case we don't 
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have directly K<mA, but only a reduction of K to A via "bounded 
truth-tables"; we derive a contradiction from this as in Theorem 2.4 (a simple 
set is not complete with respect to "bounded truth-tables", see §8). For the 
other part, see [Deg5]. • 

Problem 9. Find a property such that the //-degree of an r.e. set A contains 
only one r.e. m-degree iff A has P. 

One sufficient condition is known (see [Deg5]): A is an r.e. semirecursive 
set with rigid complement (i.e. any two subsets of A are />m-equivalent iff 
their symmetric differences is finite, where /?m-reducibility is defined as 
m-reducibility but using partial functions in place of total functions). 

Problem 10. Does every r.e. //-degree contain either only one or infinitely 
many r.e. m-degrees? 

Problem 11. Does every r.e. //-degree have a greatest r.e. m-degree? 
Note that Bu is r.e. only for B recursive, since B <i 2?" and B <\BU. The 

situation for T-degrees is completely settled. 

THEOREM 3.12 (JOCKUSCH [J2], MARTIN). For a T-degree a, the following are 
equivalent. 

(1) a doesn9t contain hyperimmune sets (i.e. a is hyper immune-f ree). 
(2) a consists of only one tt-degree. 
(3) a consists of finitely many tt-degrees. 
(4) a contains a greatest tt-degree. 

PROOF. First note that if a contains hyperimmune sets and a < b, then 
b too contains hyperimmune sets (using the fact that A is hyperimmune iff 
A is not majorized by a recursive function; so if A G a and B G b and 
A = {a0, av . . . } in increasing order, let C = {2x: x G A) u {2x + 1: 
(31 G B)(at = x)}. From A <T B we have C <T B. Also, B <T C since 
i E; B<=>2at + 1 G C. If C = {c0, cv . . . } in increasing order, then c2n > 
2an > an so if ƒ recursive majorizes C, g(x) = f(2x) majorizes A). It follows 
that a satisfies (1) iff every function of degree < a is majorized by a recursive 
function. (1) =>(2) since if A G a and B <T A then let B — q>*; if f(x) = 
least s such that <p£(x) converges, ƒ is majorized by a recursive function g, so 
B <tt A since we can define i such that <P/C(x) = <p?(x) if this converges in 
less than g(x) steps, tpfix) = 0 otherwise; for every C, cp^ is total; and 
B = <pf. So B <tt A. By symmetry it follows v4 = r B=$ A =tt B. 

(2) =» (3) and (3) => (4) are trivial (use joins in the last one). 
(4) =» (1). If there is a greatest //-degree, let A be of greatest m-degree in it. 

Suppose ƒ < T a is not recursively majorized (and is increasing, with no loss of 
generality). Define 

e G B <=» <pe(e) converges in less than f(e) steps, and <pe(e) 2 A. 

Then B <T A but i ? ^ m . 4 (if xGi?<=> g(x) G 4̂ let e0, ex, . . . be indices of 
g with e, > i; then e,. G B <=> g(ei) G A <=> q>e(et) G A, so <pe/(e,) must converge 
in more than/(ey) > ƒ(/) steps, hence the numbers of steps needed to calculate 
q>e(ef) majorizes ƒ). Hence A <mA®B (since B ^ mA\ and A is not the 
greatest m-degree of a. • 
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COROLLARY 3.13 (JOCKUSCH [J2]). A T-degree contains either only one or 
infinitely many tt-degrees. 

The result can't be improved as in Theorem 3.9, since Martin and Miller 
[MM] have constructed (with a modification of the construction of a minimal 
T-degree) a nonrecursive hyperimmune-free T-degree. So there are nonrecur-
sive T-degrees consisting of only one //-degree. From the proof of Theorem 
3.12 it follows that if a is hyperimmune free, so is every T-degree below it. 
Since we know from Theorem 2.5 that 0' contains a hyperimmune set, no 
T-degree above 0' is hyperimmune-free. It's also possible to prove (see [MM]) 
that no nonrecursive T-degree below 0' is hyperimmune-free (for r.e. ones this 
follows from Theorem 2.5). But there is a hyperimmune-free T-degree below 
0" (the original construction gives it, as in the case of minimal T-degrees), 
necessarily incomparable with 0'. 

We know that every r.e. nonrecursive T-degree contains infinitely many 
//-degrees. Something more is true (see [Deg4]). 

THEOREM 3.14 (DEGTEV). Every r.e. nonrecursive T-degree contains infinitely 
many r.e. tt-degrees. 

Actually Degtev exhibits an infinite antichain of r.e. //-degrees. He also 
proves the existence of an infinite antichain of //-degrees in every T-degree 
with more than one //-degree. 

THEOREM 3.15. If a T-degree contains more than one tt-degree, it doesnU 
contain either a greatest or a maximal tt-degree. 

PROOF. The existence of the greatest //-degree is ruled out by Theorem 3.12. 
If there is a maximal //-degree, then there is also the greatest (which is 
obtained as the join of the maximal one with an incomparable //-degree of 
the same T-degree). • 

THEOREM 3.16 (JOCKUSCH [J3], KALLIBEKOV [Kal]). An r.e. T-degree can be 
without greatest or maximal r.e. tt-degrees. 

PROOF. AS above, if there is a maximal one then there is the greatest. For 
greatest elements, let A r.e. be in the greatest r.e. //-degree in the T-degree a. 
Let Gtt(A) = {e: We <„A} and GT(A) = {e: We <TA}. Of course Gtt(A) C 
GT(A), but also the opposite inclusion holds, since 

We<TA=>We®A <TA=>We®Ae*=>We®A <ttA=>We <„ A. 

Then GT(A) G 2% because G„(A) e 2§, and by a theorem of Yates [Y3] for 
a < 0' this can only happen if a" = 0". Hence in all the other cases a doesn't 
have a greatest r.e. //-degree. • 

Note that of course the T-degree 0' has a greatest r.e. //-degree (the 
//-degree of K), although it doesn't have a greatest //-degree. 

Problem 12. Is 0' the only r.e. nonrecursive T-degree with greatest r.e. 
//-degree? 

THEOREM 3.17 (KOBZEV [KO4]). There is an r.e. T-degree containing a 
minimal (r.e.) tt-degree. 
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PROOF. This is an immediate consequence of the fact that there is an r.e. set 
whose //-degree is minimal among all the //-degrees, see Theorem 6.5. • 

Problem 13. Is there an (r.e.) jT-degree with a least (r.e.) //-degree? 

4. The structure of m-degrees. Remember that all the m-degrees below 0' 
are r.e., so for example a minimal r.e. m-degree will also be a minimal 
m-degree, and similar facts. 

First of all note that the (r.e.) m-degrees are an upper semilattice, since 
A 0 B is the least upper bound of A and B (and it is r.e. if A and B are) with 
respect to < m (and also to < u and < r). 

When Myhill introduced the notion of maximal set, his hope was that they 
were so near to cofinite sets (i.e. to the T-degree 0) to be far enough from 0'. 
This is not so, as we saw in Theorem 2.7, and Martin proved (see [Sol, 
Theorem 3.6]) that the T-degrees containing maximal sets are in fact those 
nearest to 0'; they are the high r.e. degrees, i.e. the r.e. degrees whose jump is 
0". But there is a precise sense in which the maximal sets are near to recursive 
sets, in the theory of degrees. 

THEOREM 4.1 (LACHLAN [La5], YOUNG). Maximal sets have minimal m-de
grees. 

PROOF. Let A be maximal and D r.e. nonrecursive such that D <m A, say 
via ƒ recursive. Let S be the range off; then S n A is finite and S is infinite 
(otherwise D is recursive). We want_g recursive such that x G A «=> g(x) G D, 
so that A <m D. Let a G D, b G D and simultaneously enumerate S and A. 
Define 

[a if x shows up first in A, 

8(*) = \b ifx^Snl, 
I the least>> s.t. f(y) = x if x shows up first in S. • 

Note that the same holds for TJ -maximal sets by the same proof. The 
previous result is just a special case of the following. 

THEOREM 4.2 (LACHLAN [La5]). If A is an r.e. set and a is its m-degree, there 
is an homomorphism {of upper semilattices) from the r.e. supersets of A {under 
inclusion, modulo finite sets) onto the m-degrees below a. 

PROOF. Let B be r.e. and ƒ recursive be such that B = range of ƒ. If we 
define x £ B* <=>f{x) G A then the map from B to the m-degree of B* gives 
the homomorphism. Note that if B = range of g then f{x) G A <=> g(the least 
y s.t. g{y) = f{x)) G A and vice versa, so the m-degree of 2?* does not depend 
on ƒ. Clearly B* <m A via ƒ. Now if C <m A via, h then C =m (range ƒ)*. 
However, if B c C then B* <m C*; and if B and C differ finitely, B* 
=mC*. • 

In the case of A hyperhypersimple we can be more precise. 

THEOREM 4.3 (ERSHOV [El]). If A is hyperhypersimple and a is its m-degree, 
then 

(1) every m-degree of an r.e. superset of A is below a. 
(2) every m-degree below a is represented by an r.e. superset of A. 
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PROOF. Let A Ç B and B r.e.; there is (by Lachlan's characterization of 
hyperhypersimple sets [Sol, Theorem 7.1]) a recursive set R such that 
A u R = B. Then x Œ B <=* g(x) E A, where (if x0 E A) g(x) is x0 if x E ƒ?, 
and x otherwise. If b < a, let B E b and x E 5 <=> g(x) E ^4. Now if C = ^ 
U range g then C* = C \J A is r.e. Furthermore, 2? =m C* because J5 < m C* 
via g, and C* <m B via h defined as follows. Let S be recursive such that 
C* = A u S, and A - S C g(£), and let £ E £. Let /*(*) = 6 if x E S and 
h(x) = /xy [g(^) = x] otherwise. • 

Problem 14. Is every simple set 4̂ with the two properties of Theorem 4.3 
hyperhypersimple? 

Degtev [Deg8] has proved that there are simple nonhypersimple sets with 
the first property. 

We can give one more result along the previous line. Call an r.e. set A 
r-maximal if A is r-cohesive, i.e. infinite and no recursive set can split it into 
two infinite parts. Of course, the same property with r.e. in place of recursive 
gives the notion of maximal set. Note also that hyperhypersimple sets are 
such that every r.e. superset is complemented (they form a boolean algebra), 
whereas for r-maximal sets no nontrivial r.e. superset is complemented. The 
same contrast is reproduced in Theorems 4.3 and 4.4. 

THEOREM 4.4 (DEGTEV [Deg3]). If A is r-maximal then for every B a 
nontrivial superset of A, A and B are m-incomparable. 

PROOF. Nontrivial means that B and B — A are both infinite. It's_enough 
to prove that if Bx and B2 are infinite subsets (not necessarily r.e.) of A whose 
symmetric difference is infinite, _then B± and B2 are m-incomparable (then, 
given B as above, apply this to A and B). Suppose e.g. x G 5 , <^> f(x) E B2. 
Then by the properties of A there must be an infinite number of x's such that 

x E I A (3y e I)[y * x A f(y) = x] A (Yy)[/O0 = x=>y el] 
(this is because if x E A then f(y) = x for at most finitely many y's in A 
since f(y) = x is a recursive condition; but B2 n range ƒ must be infinite). 
Now define inductively a recursive set R this way. Put x in R unless f(x) < x 
and f(x) is already in R, or x = f(y) /\ y < x and y is already in R. The 
crucial properties of R are that for all x 

(3y)[y ^ A Ay) = *]=* {x,y} H R* 0 , (1) 
and 

({z: f(z) = x] u {x,f(x)}) n R ¥=_0. (2) 

It follows that R n A is infinite by (1). Hence, i? n ^ must be finite by the 
choice_of A. Consider the recursive set S = {x: f(x) E R). Now S n A and 
S n A 8LTQ both infinite by (1), (2) and R C\ A finite, a contradiction. 

It's immediate to note that also the converse of Theoremj4.4 holds (let A be 
r.e. nonrecursive and B be recursive such that B n A and B n A are infinite: 
then A \j B is & nontrivial r.e. superset of A and A u i* <mA). Note that 
from the two previous theorems we have a new proof of this theorem of 
Lachlan: if A is hyperhypersimple and r-maximal, then A is maximal (every r.e. 
superset has m-degree below the one of A, so there are only trivial r.e. 
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supersets). We saw that every maximal set has minimal m-degree. Does every 
minimal r.e. m-degree contain a maximal set? The answer is no, and can be 
obtained from the facts that every nonrecursive r.e. T-degree contains a 
minimal r.e. m-degree ([La6], see also Theorem 5.8) but not always a maximal 
set. A simple proof of a stronger fact can be given directly. 

THEOREM 4.5. Not every r.e. minimal m-degree contains simple sets. 

PROOF. Let A be a maximal set. Then by the Friedberg splitting theorem 
[Sol, Theorem 6.3] there exist B and C two disjoint r.e. nonrecursive sets such 
that A = B \j C (see [So, Theorem 6.2]). Since A is maximal, B and C are 
recursively inseparable. The m-degree of B doesn't contain simple sets (since 
if S is simple and B < m S via g, then g(C) is disjoint from S, hence finite and 
if x E i?<=>g(x) E g(C), then R is a recursive set separating B and C). The 
m-degree of B is minimal, using the following g (with notations as in Theorem 
4.1 with B in place of A). Simultaneously enumerate S, B and C and let 

Six) = 

if x shows up first in B, 

b if x E S n A or x shows up first in C, 
the least >> s.t. f(y) = x if x shows up first in S. • 

Kobzev [Ko2] has proved that there are simple nonhypersimple sets with 
minimal m-degree. 

Two degrees form a minimal pair if 0 is the only degree less than or equal 
to both of them. For example, two incomparable maximal sets form a 
minimal pair of m-degrees. Another interesting example of a (non-r.e.) 
minimal pair is the following. 

THEOREM 4.6 (JOCKUSCH). If A is retraceable and immune, the m-degrees of 
A and A form a minimal pair. 

PROOF. Let A be retraceable via a partial recursive function \p, and let ƒ and 
g be such that x E C<=*f(x) E A <=>g(x) E A. For all x we have {ƒ(.*), 
g(x)} n A ¥= 0 . If f(x) and g(x) are sent by \p into the same element, i.e. 
there are m and n such that i>mf{x) = \png(x) = y say, then we know that 
y E A (because either f(x) E A or g(x) E A). The set of all such>> must be 
finite since it is r.e. Let b E A be the smallest element larger than all such >>. 

Assume for a contradiction that C is nonrecursive. Then there is no x such 
that for all x either f(x) < x or g(x) < x (otherwise x E C <=> [f(x) E A [ x 
or g(x) E A f x], so C is recursive, a contradiction). But then A — 
{0, 1, . . . , b — 1} is r.e. as follows (contrary to immunity). Fix z > b. Choose 
x such that f(x), g(x) > z. Repeatedly apply \p tof(x) and g(x) until either \p 
"sends" f(x) first into z and then into b (i.e. \ppf(x) = z and \pq(z) = b) or \p 
"sends" g(x) first into z and then into b. Note that at most one case occurs by 
the choice of 6, and if z E A exactly one case occurs. • 

We have already noted in the proof of Theorem 3.9 that every nonrecursive 
r.e. //-degree contains an A as before, so every nonrecursive r.e. tt-degree 
contains a minimal pair of m-degrees. 

We turn now to some structural properties of the (r.e.) m-degrees. 
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THEOREM 4.7 (DENISOV [Denl]). If a is an r.e. m-degree such that 0 < a < 
0' there is an r.e. m-degree b incomparable with a. 

PROOF. Let A be r.e. and in a. We give the strategy to satisfy single 
requirements. If at step s we attack ~ (Vx)[x 6 ^ ^ <pe(x) E B]9 we look for 
n and t such that <pe converges (in less than / steps) on 0, . . . , n and either 
n & At A <Pe(n) E Bt ox n E At /\ <pe(n) £ Bt. In the first case we don't do 
anything, hoping that n £ A (if n E A, we will make another attack); in the 
second case, we restrain %(n) from entering B. Note that if <pe is total and if s 
is a stage in which all the requirements of higher priority have been satisfied, 
then such an n must exist, otherwise from a certain point on n E A <=» (pe(n) 
E Bs and A is recursive. 

If at step s we attack ~ (Vx)[x E ,8 <=> <pe(x) E v4], we consider the greatest 
element of Bs_x (let it be n) and see if for all z < n <pe(z) converges (in less 
than s steps) and z E U ^ *=> <pe(z) E As. If so, we take the first element 
generated in K and not yet in B, and we put it into B. If s is a stage in which 
all the requirements of higher priority have been satisfied, then we will only 
add a finite number of new elements to satisfy the requirement (otherwise, B 
differs only finitely from K, hence it's creative; and B <m A, so A itself is 
creative, contrary to the hypothesis). This means that from a certain point on 
we are not in the prior hypothesis, so B ^ m A. • 

It's interesting to note that the construction gives b uniformly from a. The 
corresponding result for r.e. T-degree is true, but the finite injury priority 
method (which has been used previously) only gives a nonuniform proof (as a 
consequence of Sacks' splitting theorem); to have the uniform result of Yates 
[Y2] the infinite injury method seems necessary. Note that the same proof 
works for every reducibility caught in between m- and wtt- (using the fact that 
only a recursively bounded set of numbers determines the value of the 
reduction). 

Ershov and Lavrov [EL] have improved the result, showing that it's always 
possible to find b minimal r.e. m-degree. From this it follows in particular 
that the r.e. minimal m-degrees are not bounded below 0'. 

THEOREM 4.8 (LACHLAN [Lai]). There is no pair of incomparable r.e. 
m-degrees a and b with a U b = 0'. 

PROOF. Let A and B be r.e. sets such that A • B is m-complete. (Indeed it 
suffices to assume that one of A and B is r.e.) We prove that either A or B is 
m-complete (the result follows because if A 0 B is w-complete, so is A • B). 
The idea is to construct D r.e. such that D <m A • B and either K <m D 
<m B or K <m D <m A. By the recursion theorem we may suppose to have ƒ 
and g recursive such that x E D<=>f(x) E A /\ g(x) E B. Call x good at 
stage s if x £ Ds A g(x) E Bs; then x E D of(x) E A. Call x good if x is 
good at stage s for some s. To have K <m A it is enough, given an effective 
enumeration x0, xl9 . . . of the good elements, to have / E K<=>xt E Z), 
because then i E K<^f(xt) E A. 

At stage s, if / E Ks and xt exists we put xt in D. Also, if i E Ks and / is not 
good at s, we put i in D. 
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If there are infinitely many good elements xi9 then g(xt) G B and xt G D <=> 
f(xt) G A as noted, and i G K<=> xt G Z>; so K <m D <m A. If there are only 
finitely many good elements, then for almost every x, x G D «=> g(x) G B 
(since if this is false x £ Z> -otherwise g(x) G 5-and g(*) G B,so x becomes 
good after a while). By the second part of the construction, K and D differ 
finitely and D <m B; so K <m B. • 

Note that, as in the analogous (and weaker) result for r.e. T-degrees (the 
nondiamond theorem, see [Sol, Theorem 14.4]), the proof does not use any 
priority arguments. 

Of course the r.e. m-degrees are not dense, since there are minimal r.e. 
m-degrees. In particular density fails toward 0. But it holds toward 0'. 

THEOREM 4.9. If a is r.e. and a < 0', there is b r.e. such that a < b < 0'. 

PROOF. If a is recursive, this is trivial. If not, then by Theorem 4.7 take c r.e. 
and incomparable with a, and letb = a u c ; a < b obviously, and b < 0' by 
Theorem 4.8. • 

Kallibekov [Ka2] has proved much more than this, namely that if a is as 
before then there is an independent set of r.e. m-degrees between a and 0', so 
that in particular every countable partial ordering is embeddable in the r.e. 
m-degrees between a and 0'. 

THEOREM 4.10 (ERSHOV [El]). The {r.e.) m-degrees are not a lattice. 

SKETCH OF PROOF. Take any r.e. set A such that A is rigid and for some 
B D A the following holds, for C and D r.e., 

( V C ) ( C n 5 n J = 0 ^ ( 3 D ) 

(D n B n Â = 0 f\Â nD n C is infinite)). 

Degtev [Deg3] has proved that sets like A and B exist (actually, for every r.e. 
semirecursive set A with rigid complement there is such a B) and that they 
don't have g.l.b. • 

THEOREM 4.11 (ERSHOV [El]). There is an r.e. m-degree with no minimal 
predecessor. 

SKETCH OF PROOF. Take A r.e. with rigid complement and such that for 
every r.e. set B9 A n B is not r-cohesive. Degtev [Deg3] proved that such a set 
exists. If C is not recursive and C < m A via ƒ, then A n range ƒ is infinite and 
there is a recursive set R splitting it in two infinite parts. If now x G D <=> x_ 
G C A ƒ(•*) £ R t n e n D i s n o t recursive, D < m C but C ^ m D (otherwise A 
is not rigid), so C is not minimal. • 

Different proofs of the two last results can be obtained using initial 
segments (see §7). 

To finish, we give a property of a different kind. 

THEOREM 4.12. The r.e. m-degrees are not recursively enumerable without 
repetitions. 
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SKETCH OF PROOF. Suppose we have an r.e. sequence An of r.e. sets, with 
only one set for each r.e. m-degree; we may suppose that every An is not 
recursive (there are only three recursive m-degrees, so we can drop their 
representatives). With the method of Sacks' splitting theorem, we can find a 
nonrecursive r.e. set B such that for every n, An ^ T B, a contradiction. • 

We can also obtain the last result using the next fact. 

THEOREM 4.13 (YATES [Y2]). If A is r.e. and different from 0 and <o, then the 
index set A* = {x: Wx =m A} is 2%-complete. 

PROOF. It's immediate that A* E 2%. The only interesting case is for A 
nonrecursive. Given B e 23, let x E B*=> 3e\fy3z R(x,y, z, e) and h recur
sive such that </, m> E Wh(x)<=>(3e < /)(Vy < m)3z R(x,y, z, e). Then 

x G B => (3*)[(Vi < e)(W$>x) finite) A (Vi > e)(W$x) infinite)], 

x e £=> (Vé?)( Wfix) finite) 

where P ( x ) = {(x,y}: (x,y} Œ P}. Let 

<*>,>;> G C<e> ^ (3n) (n G ^ ( % A y e ^ ) 

where {^} f l £ t ó is a recursive enumeration of A. The methods of the thickness 
lemma (see [So, Theorem 13.1]) give Dx Q Cx such that 

(Ve)(A +TCP)=>A iTDx, 

A +TCi<*=>(\fi<e)Dx»Q*Cx
i> 

where P«x> = U i<x P( i). Then 

x e 5 = > i ) x = w ^ , x G 5=»v4 ^ r Dx; 

in particular 5 < T A * and yl * is 23-complete (since Dx is r.e. uniformly in x). 
D 

Theorem 4.12 can be obtained from Theorem 4.13 this way: given the An as 
in Theorem 4.12, suppose we have dropped the representative of 0'. Then 
Wx <m K*>(3n) (Wx <m An), so Wx =m K**(\/n) (Wx Ç m An) and hence 
K* is II3, contradicting Theorem 4.12. 

A very interesting characterization of the m-degrees has been found by 
Ershov (see [E4], although there the results are stated for the theory of 
enumerations). Call L a c-uppersemilattice if it is an uppersemilattice with 0, 
all its principal ideals (in the usual sense) are countable and L is distributive 
(i.e. a < b u c => a = b' U c' for some b' < b, c' < c). L is universal if it has 
cardinality of the continuum and for every c-uppersemilattice L' of cardinal
ity less than the continuum, every ideal I of L' and every isomorphism <p of / 
onto an ideal of L, <p can be extended to an isomorphism of L onto an ideal 
of L. Universal c-uppersemilattices are unique up to isomorphism. 

THEOREM 4.14 (ERSHOV). The m-degrees are a universal c-uppersemilattice. 

The proof of this uses Lachlan's characterization of countable ideals of the 
m-degrees (see Theorem 7.4) and it has many interesting corollaries. 
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THEOREM 4.15. For any m-degree a, the m-degrees greater than or equal to a 
are isomorphic to the m-degrees (homogeneity property). 

THEOREM 4.16. 0 is the only m-degree fixed under every automorphism of the 
m-degrees. 

More generally, an m-degree a can be mapped into an m-degree b by an 
automorphism iff the m-degrees less than or equal to a are isomorphic to the 
m-degrees less than or equal to b. This is true for a and b minimal, hence there 
is at least a continuum of automorphisms of the m-degrees. A theorem similar 
to Theorem 4.14 holds for r.e. degrees as well, and its proof relies on Theorem 
7.8 (an effectivization of Theorem 7.14). 

5. The structure of 1-degrees. As for the m-degrees, the 1-degrees below 0' 
are all r.e. The most striking elementary difference between (r.e.) 1-degrees 
and (r.e.) degrees of another kind is that the l.u.b. does not always exist for 
1-degrees. 

THEOREM 5.1 (YOUNG). If A and B are \-incomparable simple sets, then their 
1-degrees have neither a g.l.b. nor a l.u.b. 

PROOF. The proof is similar for the two cases. E.g. let us consider the l.u.b. 
case; note that A © B is above A and B and j t is simple, so any l.u.b. must be 
simple. Let D be the l.u.b.; we find z E D such that A <\ D u {z} and 
B <\ D \j {z}, & contradiction because D u {z} <i D since D is simple (see 
Theorem 3.7). If x E A <^>f(x) E D and x E 2?<=>g(jc) E D with ƒ and g 
one-one, note that we can suppose f (A) = D and g(B) = D. Since A and B 
are incomparable, we must have D n range ƒ ̂  0 and D n range g=£ 0, If 
z 6 D n range ƒ then A <i D u {z} via ƒ itself. Also, let / E D n range g 
and 

g(x) if g(x) ^ z, 
t rfg(x) = z. 

Then B <i D u {z} via h'. 
Similarly, for the g.l.b. case, if D is the g.l.b. we find z E D such that 

D - {z} <iA and/) - (z) <i B. • 
Note that, because of the happy fact that 0' is the same for 1-degrees and 

m-degrees, we obtain many results for 1-degrees from what we already know 
for m-degrees. In particular, 

THEOREM 5.2. If a is an r.e. l-degree such that 0 < a < 0', there is an r.e. 
1-degree b incomparable with a. 

PROOF. See Theorem 4.7. • 

THEOREM 5.3 (DEKKER). The r.e. l-degrees are not dense. 

PROOF. We know that if A is simple and z E A then A u {z} <\ A. Using 
Myhill's theorem (see [Ro, Theorem 7.6]) on the coincidence between 
l-degrees and recursive isomorphism types, between A \j {z} and A there 
can't be any other_ l-degree, since ifC = 4̂ u {z} <i B via/and B <i A via 
g, then gf(C) = A (by simplicity of A). • 
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THEOREM 5.4. There is no pair of incomparable r.e. 1-degrees a and b with 
a u b = 0'. 

PROOF. Let A and B be r.e. sets and C be their l.u.b.; since A 0 B is above 
A and 5 , it must be C <i A 0 5 . If ^ G a and 5 G b and a u b = 0' then 
K <i C. In particular Â  <m ^ 0 5 , so by Theorem 4.8 K < 
and, because of the properties of K, K <\ A or K <i B. • 

THEOREM 5.5. If a w r.e. a«d a < 0', there is b r.e. such that a < b < 0'. 

PROOF. Let A be r.e. and in a, and B r.e. incomparable to it (in the case in 
which a is nonrecursive); then A <\ A 0 B and, as in Theorem 5.4, 4̂ 0 5 
<i K. So let b be the 1-degree of A 0 B. • 

We know that density does not hold, but that it does hold toward 0'. What 
about density toward 0? 

THEOREM 5.6 (LACHLAN [La2]). There is a minimal r.e. l-degree. 

PROOF. Let A, B and C be as in Theorem 4.5. There it's proved that if D is 
r.e. nonrecursive and D <m B, then B <m D. To prove that B <\ D actually 
holds it's enough to take Dl and D2 infinite recursive sets such that Dx C D 
and D2Q D (D2 exists because from above we already know that D is in the 
same m-degree of B and thus, by Theorem 4.5, it's not simple), and use them 
instead of the fixed a and b in the definition of g. 

If x shows up first in B, let g(x) be the least element of Dx — 
{g(0),...±g(x- 1)}. 

If x G S n A or x shows up first in C, let g(x) be the least element of 
D2-{g(0),...,g(x- 1)}. 

If x shows up first in S, we'd like to take as g{x) the least y such that 
f(y) = x, but it could be y E { g(0), . . . , g(x — 1)}. When this happens, y 
must have been defined along one of the two clauses above (since f(y) is 
unique), so either y G Dx Q D or y G D2 Q D; it's enough to take as g(x) a, 
new element of Dx or D2, respectively. • 

As a consequence we have the natural examples. 

COROLLARY 5.7. Both halves of a Sacks9 splitting of a maximal set have 
minimal 1-degree, and the two halves form a minimal pair of l-degrees. 

We only quote here a recent result of Degtev [Deg7]. 

THEOREM 5.8 (DEGTEV). Every r.e. nonrecursive T-degree contains an r.e. 
minimal m-degree consisting of only one 1-degree. 

The following are nice corollaries of the preceding theorem. 
(a) Every r.e. nonrecursive T-degree contains an r.e. minimal w-degree 

[La6]. 
(b) Every r.e. nonrecursive T-degree contains an r.e. minimal l-degree. 
(c) Every r.e. nonrecursive T-degree contains an r.e. m-degree consisting of 

a single l-degree (Theorem 3.5). 
To see how part (b) follows from the theorem let A be in the minimal 

m-degree, B be nonrecursive and B < i A ; then A < m B because A has 
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minimal ra-degree, so A =m B and hence A =1 B because the m-degree is 
actually a 1-degree; so A <i B. 

THEOREM 5.9. There is an r.e. l-degree with no minimal predecessor. 

PROOF. Take A simple and use the facts that every r.e. nonrecursive set B 
such that B_<\ A is simple, and hence B is not minimal since B \j {z} <i B 
when z EL B. • 

THEOREM 5.10. The r.e. 1-degrees are not recursively enumerable without 
repetitions. 

PROOF. The proof of Theorem 4.12 doesn't work because there are in
finitely many recursive 1-degrees, but since 0' is the same for 1-degrees and 
m-degrees the other proof of it works; from an enumeration without repeti
tions of the r.e. 1-degrees, we get an enumeration (with repetitions) of the 
/«-degrees below 0' and deduce that K* G II3, as before. • 

Problem 15. Classify {x: Wx =1 A) for A r.e. infinite and coinfinite. 

6. The structure of tf-degrees. The //-degrees give rise to the structure which 
is the nearest to the one of T-degrees, among those we have studied. So it's 
interesting to see if the methods that are used for the study of T-degrees are 
still valid in this context. 

THEOREM 6.1 (MCLAUGHLIN [MCL]). There are two r.e. disjoint sets, A and 
B9 such that A ^ tt A U B. 

PROOF. We give the strategy to satisfy the single requirement ~ (Vx)(x G 
A<^> A u B Ë <jy^(jc)). Pick a witness xe £ As U Bs, and suppose that <pe(xe) is 
defined. Let As+l U Bs+l = As u Bs u {xe}. To decide if xe G As+l or xe G 
Bs+V see if As+l u B5+& a<p€(xe)

 o r not» ^ ves> l e t xe E Ss+i> ^ not> l e t 

xe G As+l. Restrain the numbers used negatively in the computation. • 
In the case of T-degrees, if A and B are disjoint r.e. sets then A U B = r A 

0 B, so if a and b are the ÜT-degrees of A and B, a U b is the T-degree of 
A u B. This is useful for example to deduce the decomposition theorem for 
r.e. degrees from Sacks' decomposition theorem for r.e. sets. The result is not 
true anymore for tt-degrees, since for A and B as in the previous theorem 
A { n A U B but, by definition, A < „ A 0 B\ so A u B 5É„ A © B. 

If A and C are r.e. and for every x, x G As+l — As =*(3y < x)(y G Cs+l 

— Cs) then A <T C. This is called the permitting method, since we construct A 
by putting elements in it only when they are permitted by elements of C, and 
it's applied when we know how to construct an r.e. set A with certain 
properties and we want to push A below a given r.e. set C. It is clear that 
A < T C. To see if x G A it's enough to look at the stages in which something 
less than or equal to x is enumerated in C, and see if x is enumerated in A at 
some of those stages. The permitting doesn't give in general A <tt C; let A and 
B be as in the previous theorem, and C = A u B. We have x EL As+X — As=* 
x G Cs+l — Cs (since A and B are disjoint) but A ^ tt C. 

Recall that [Ro, Theorem 10.5] every r.e. nonrecursive T-degree contains a 
recursively inseparable pair of r.e. sets. 
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THEOREM 6.2. There are r.e. nonrecursive tt-degrees containing no recursively 
inseparable pair of r.e. sets. 

PROOF. Take the //-degree of a hypersimple set and apply Theorem 2.4. • 
Coming back for a moment to the argument studied in §2, we know that 
(a) not every r.e. nonrecursive m-degree contains a simple set, 
(b) not every r.e, nonrecursive //-degree contains a hypersimple set, but 

every r.e. nonrecursive T-degree does. 
It would be nice if every r.e. nonrecursive //-degree contained a simple set. 

Degtev [Deg4] proved that this is not true for simple nonhypersimple sets, and 
Jockusch proved the same for simple sets. 

THEOREM 6.3 (JOCKUSCH). Not every r.e. nonrecursive tt-degree contains a 
simple set. 

PROOF. We want to construct A r.e. nonrecursive and, for all e, an r.e. set 
Ve s.t. 

A =tt We =* Ve infinite and Ve n W€ finite. 
In particular, for A = We we will have that Ve is contained in A (except for a 
finite part) so A is not simple. The requirements for this are, for all ƒ and g 
recursive and all e, 

(Vx) (x (EA*>We£ aKx)) ) 
' Â \ \ = * K infinite, Ve n We finite. 

(Vx) (x G We**A tog(x)) ) 

We give the strategy for a single requirement. Let {Z,},.^ be a partition of co 
into infinite recursive sets. We allow only elements of \J i>e Zt to satisfy the 
requirements for e. At stage s we simply assume that \J i>e Zt ÇA, i.e. 
instead of As we consider (in analogy to what we have done in Theorem 2.4) 
A* = As u U i>e Zj. If in the construction we will use some element of A* 
which is not in As, we will put it into A. Hence the crucial column is Ze. 

(1) We first see if we can spoil We <« A via g, i.e. if at some stage s for 
some x we have x G Wes A A* V ag(x), we put in As+l the elements of A* 
used in the computation. If nothing from Ze and used enters A afterwards, 
then We ^ tt A via g. 

(2) If no such x exists, then we try to use the definition of We in terms of A 
(i.e. x G We<=*AV ag(x)) to build Ve C We (note that this really gives Ve n We 

= 0 , but with the other requirements in the game we will only have Ve n We 

finite). We therefore define x e Ve <=» (3s)(A * V o^) so that Ve is r.e. and 
disjoint from We (since we are not in Case 1). If in the end Ve is infinite, we 
have satisfied the requirement. 

(3) If Ve is finite, we spoil A <tt We via/. We want to diagonalize using an 
element u G Ze — As. Let z > max Ve. 

Note that w > z =* w & Ve=* (\fs)(A* 1= ag(yv)) => A N a^y We want to pre
serve the computations also when w < z, so we first choose u greater than all 
the elements used in ag{yv^ for some w < z. The idea is now to have u G A <& 
We V aÂuy To make sure that the value we read on the right-hand side is 
correct, we take /0 greater than all the elements used in ô M) and for all w < t0 

we preserve the computation relative to ag(vv). Since We <tt A via g, this 
freezes We up to /0 and insures that the output of We t= a/(M) is the correct one. 
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Then we put u in A iff We V a/(w). 
This is the idea. What we practically do is to wait for a stage t > s such 

that Wett V om and 

w < z => (w G Wet <=» A * 1= og(w)), z < H> < /0 => w E Wet. 

Then we have apparently We < « A up to /0, but we spoil A <ttWe by putting 
u into A. • 

We now begin the study of (r.e.) //-degrees. Since there exist minimal 
T-degrees below 0' and no r.e. T-degree is minimal (not even in the r.e. 
T-degrees alone, by Sacks' splitting theorem), for T-degrees the r.e. degrees 
and the degrees below 0' are distinct, and their theories are not elementarily 
equivalent. 

THEOREM 6.4. There are tt-degrees below 0' without r.e. sets. 

PROOF. Let's derive the result from the following theorem of Cooper: there 
are two r.e. sets A and B such that the T-degree of A — B doesn't contain r.e. 
sets. In fact A — B <tt K since A and B are r.e. We define B C A such that 
for all x, m, n, 

A -B^cpZ* or Wx*<pf~B. 

We give the strategy for a single requirement. Let Bs C As and pick the 
witness a & As. Wait until a stage t in which <pĵ *'(tf) = 0 (if it never comes, 
then A — B ^ <pĵ x). We want to satisfy the other condition. Note that the 
value of (pj^x(a) at stage t can change only if there is some u E Wx — Wxt 

used in the computation. For every used u £ Wxt we see if (p?'~B'(u) = 0 
(otherwise one of them witnesses Wx ^=<p^~B). If yes, let a G At+l and 
restrain all other numbers used to compute <p„'~B'(u) = 0 for all such w's. If 
no one of those u is in Wx9 <pj^x(a) at stage t is final so (since we put a into A 
but not 'm B) A — B =£ q>^\ Otherwise, let u and t0 be such that u E WXtt — 
Wxt; we'd like to have u as witness of Wx^q>£~B. We knew that 
<Pn'~B'(u) = 0 (a t s t a ê e 0 a n d n o w u e WXtt. The problem is that now 
a E. At+X and this could have changed the computation. But it's enough to 
put a in B so that (if nothing else happened) A — B looks the same now as it 
was at stage /. • 

Problem 16. Are the theories of the ordering of ^-degrees below 0' and of 
r.e. //-degrees elementarily equivalent? 

THEOREM 6.5 (DEGTEV [Deg5], MARCHENKOV [Mai]). There are r.e. tt-de
grees minimal among all the tt-degrees. 

SKETCH OF PROOF. KOBZEV [KO4] has proved that the //-degree of an 
îj-maximal semirecursive set has the property. • 

It's interesting to note that ^-maximal sets have minimal m-degrees (this is 
the obvious extension of Theorem 4.1, see [E3]) and ^-maximal semirecursive 
sets have minimal //-degrees. Since Degtev [Deg9] has proved that an r.e. set 
with r.e. minimal //-degree cannot be high, this together with the Kobzev 
result quoted previously gives a new proof of the fact that ^-maximal 
semirecursive sets are a class of T-incomplete r.e. sets. 
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Because of the existence of r.e. minimal //-degrees, the analogue of Sacks' 
splitting theorem doesn't hold for r.e. //-degrees (of course it's still true that 
every r.e. nonrecursive set is the union of two r.e. //-incomparable disjoint 
sets, but we saw in the remarks after Theorem 6.1 why this doesn't imply the 
result for //-degrees). There is one particular case of the splitting theorem 
which happens to be true. 

THEOREM 6.6 (THE DIAMOND THEOREM). There are two r.e. incomparable 
tt-degrees a and b such that a n b = 0 and a U b = 0'. 

PROOF. Suppose we have two r.e. disjoint sets A and B such that A u B = 
K. In this case A u B =tt A 0 B since A u B <tt A 0 B is true in general 
(x G A u B «* {2x, 2x+l}nA®B^0) and A 0 B is r.e. so A 0 B 
<tt K = A u B. So it's enough to construct A and B nonrecursive as before, 
and such that for all ƒ and g recursive 

(Vx) (x e C<=>At aKx)) 

(\fx) ( x G C ^ 5 ^ og(x)) 

The proof is in the style of Sacks' splitting theorem, and the strategy for a 
single negative requirement as before is this: if at a certain stage s we find an 
x such that (Vy < x)[As N af(y) <=* Bs N og(y)] but As 1= of(x) <=» Bs ¥ ag(x) then we 
try to preserve this situation on one side, restraining (e.g. out of A) the 
elements used negatively in the computations (relative to A). If the 5-side 
does not change after s then this will work. Otherwise, we will attack the 
condition once again and preserve a longer initial segment of the computation 
on the Aside. Note that if such an x does not exist, then C is recursive; to see 
if x e C it's enough to see if As N af(x) at a stage s after which there is no 
injury anymore. • 

As it is well known, the corresponding result for r.e. T-degrees is false; see 
[Sol, Theorem 14.4]. It follows in particular from the theorem that there is an 
r.e. minimal pair of //-degrees. This is true for T-degrees too (see [Sol, 
Theorem 14.1]), but the proof is much more difficult because once a compu
tation is destroyed it can become undefined, whereas //-reductions are total. 
It is possible to give natural examples of //-minimal pairs. 

THEOREM 6.7 (DEGTEV [Deg4]). Every pair of T-incomparable coretraceable 
hyper simple sets is a tt-minimal pair. 

PROOF. It's enough to prove that if A is coretraceable hypersimple and B is 
nonrecursive, then B <tt A => B = r A. Let x E B <^> A N o^x) and A ==_ 
{a0, av . . J in order of magnitude. Since A is retraceable, knowing an E A 
we know A exactly up to an (using the retracing function). To have A <T B 
we majorize A recursively in B. We suppose we have an and find, recursively 
in B, a number > an+l (we won't have exactly aw+1 for the next step, but we 
know that it's a number between an and the bound found for an+v so for 
every one of these numbers we will apply the procedure and then we will take 
the biggest one of the bounds so found). Given x, we can suppose that we use 

C recursive. 
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only elements^ > an in oy(jc). Note that there exists an x such that x G B /\o)¥ 
of(X) or x E B A w h cy(;c) (otherwise i? would be recursive since * G B <=» <o f= 
oy(jc)). Since x E 2? <̂ >̂ 4 t= oy(jc), this means that an element > an+l of A has 
been used in a/(jc), and it's enough to take the greatest element used. • 

Another consequence of Theorem 6.5 is of course the nondensity of r.e. 
//-degrees. Density holds towards 0'. 

THEOREM 6.8 (KALLIBEKOV). If a < 0' is an r.e. tt-degree, there is an r.e. 
tt-degree b such that a < b < 0'. 

Actually Kallibekov [Ka2] proved much more: if a is as above, there is an 
independent set of r.e. //-degrees between a and 0', so every countable partial 
ordering is embeddable in the r.e. //-degrees between a and 0'. It is known 
that for every r.e. T-degree between 0 and 0' there is an r.e. T-degree 
incomparable with it. The result is true of r.e. //-degrees too, but it doesn't 
follow from the one for T-degrees, since there are r.e. //-degrees a T-complete 
such that 0 < a < 0' (e.g. let a be the //-degree of a Incomplete hypersimple 
set). 

THEOREM 6.9 (DENISOV). If a is an r.e. tt-degree such that 0 < a < 0', there 
is an r.e. tt-degree b incomparable with a. 

We can ask if, as in the case of r.e. m-degrees, it's always possible to choose 
b to be a minimal r.e. //-degree. The answer is no, because Marchenkov [Ma2] 
has proved that the r.e. minimal tt-degrees are bounded below 0'. Both 
Theorems 6.8 and 6.9 are corollaries of the following. 

THEOREM 6.10 (DEGTEV [Deg9]). If A and B are r.e. sets such that A ^ tt B 
and A <tt K, there is an r.e. set C such that B <tt C and A and C are 
incomparable. 

PROOF. Theorem 6.9 follows taking B recursive. 
Theorem 6.8 follows (for B nonrecursive) by taking A incomparable with 

B. To prove Theorem 6.10, first of all we want B <„ C; this is easily achieved 
by letting 2x enter C if x E B. All the other requirements will only do 
something on the odd numbers. Our goal is to have A ^ tt C, C ^ tt A and 
C ^ tt B. Let {Z,.},.^ be a partition of the odd numbers into infinite 
recursive sets. 

To satisfy C ^ tt A and C ^ tt B, given e9 we put at stage s into C the ith 
element of Ze if i is in Ks and is less than the maximum of the length of 
agreement between Cs and the eth truth-table reduction relative to As or Bs 

(i.e. less than the greatest x such that for every y < x is y E Cs <=> As 1= o^y) 

with <pe(y) computed in less than s steps, and similarly for Bs). Note that if 
C < tt A or C < tt B via <pe, then at least one of the lengths of agreement goes 
to infinity, so we code K into Ze n C and this is impossible because then 
K <tt C, hence K <u A or K <tt B against the hypothesis (the last one 
because otherwise A < u B). 

To satisfy A ^ tt C, given e, at stage s we look for the least_x such that 
(Vy < x)(y E: As<=> Cst o9e(y)) and something in U i>e Zt n Cs is used in 
°<pe(xy anc* put the odd elements used in a%(jc) and which are in U i>e Zt into 
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C. If A <tt C via cpe and e is minimal, then A <a B because given x we can 
test C V Gy (jc); for the even elements we are reduced to B (since 2x E C <=» x 
E B), and the odd elements in U i>e Zt used in any computation are in C. So 
we only need to know \J i<e Zi n C, which is (by the minimality of e) a finite 
set. • 

THEOREM 6.11 (DEGTEV [Deg5], KOBZEV [KO5]). The (r.e.) tt-degrees are not 
a lattice. 

SKETCH OF PROOF. The two sets considered in Theorem 4.10 are already the 
wanted counterexample. Degtev [Deg5] has proved that if an r.e. set is 
//-reducible to them, it's already m-reducible to them, and Kobzev [Ko5] has 
proved that below them (in the sense of //-reducibility) there are only r.e. sets. 
D 

Problem 17. Does every pair of r.e. sets have g.l.b. in the r.e. //-degrees iff it 
has g.l.b. in the //-degrees (and, if yes, do the two g.l.b. coincide)? 

For T-degrees the answer (to both questions) is yes (Lachlan). 

THEOREM 6.12 (DEGTEV, KOBZEV). There is an r.e. tt-degree with no minimal 
(r.e.) predecessor. 

SKETCH OF PROOF. Apply [Deg5] and [Ko5] to the set considered in 
Theorem 4.11. • 

Degtev [Deg9] has recently proved that for every r.e. nonrecursive //-degree 
a < 0' there is an r.e. //-degree b with no minimal r.e. predecessor which is 
incomparable with a, thus combining Theorem 6.9 and (part of) 6.12. 

THEOREM 6.13. The r.e. tt-degrees are not recursively enumerable without 
repetitions. 

PROOF. As in Theorem 4.12. • 

THEOREM 6.14. If A is r.e. then {x: Wx =» A) is ^-complete. 

PROOF. Simply check that the set is 2°, since the proof of Theorem 4.13 
already gives a reduction of every 2° set to it. • 

For lack of a better place, we quote here a last connection between //- and 
ra-reducibility: if A and B are maximal sets and A =„ B, then A =m B 
(Kobzev, see [Ko2]). Since Lerman [Le] has proved that every T-degree 
containing a maximal set contains infinitely many incomparable w-degrees of 
maximal sets, it follows that every such T-degree contains infinitely many 
incomparable //-degrees of maximal sets. 

7. Elementary equivalence and undecidability. What we have done before 
allows us already to say that 

THEOREM 7.1. The orderings of r.e. T-degrees, tt-degrees, m-degrees and 
1-degrees are pairwise nonelementarily equivalent. 

PROOF. 1-degrees differ from all the others because they aren't an upper 
semilattice. m-degrees differ from //-degrees and T-degrees because there 
aren't incomparable m-degrees with l.u.b. 0'. //-degrees differ from T-degrees 
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because there are r.e. minimal //-degrees. Of course all these differences can 
easily be expressed in the first order language of the theory of partial 
orderings (with least and greatest elements). • 

Before turning to the question of decidability for any one of the prior 
theories, we have to quote some more results. We will not prove them, since 
the proofs require cumbersome constructions, so we feel free to quote the 
strongest results. Let's start with the T-degrees. 

THEOREM 7.2 (LACHLAN, LEBEUF). For every partially ordered set P such that 
(a) P is countable, 
(b) P has a least and a greatest element, 
(c) any two elements of P have an l.u.b., 

there is a T-degree a such that the T-degrees less than or equal to a are 
order-isomorphic to P. 

This result (see [LL]) is just the latest one in a series of results on initial 
segments for T-degrees, whose three most important steps were the construc
tion of a minimal T-degree (Spector), the theorem where P is a countable 
distributive lattice (Lachlan) and an arbitrary finite lattice (Lerman). Since 
the conditions (a), (b) and (c) are clearly necessary for initial segments with 
greatest element, the result is the final one for this kind of initial segment. 
Rubin [Ru] has many results on initial segments without greatest elements, 
e.g. he constructs an initial segment whose order type is Hv 

THEOREM 7.3. Every countable partial ordering with greatest element which is 
realizable as initial segment of the T-degrees is {simultaneously) realizable as 
initial segment of the tt-degrees. 

The result is achieved by making the top T-degree hyperimmune-free (see 
[NS]. Actually this is really automatic in the standard proof of Theorem 7.2). 
So every T-degree below the top one is hyperimmune-free itself, and hence 
consists of a single //-degree. 

For m-degrees the situation is not so liberal. 

THEOREM 7.4 (LACHLAN [La3]). Given a set P partially ordered by < P, there 
exists an m-degree a such that the m-degrees less than or equal to a {and 
different from {</>} and {<o}) are isomorphic to P iff 

(a) P has a least and a greatest element (0 and 1), 
(b) every finite subset of P containing 0 and 1 and closed under l.u.b. is a 

finite distributive lattice, i.e. if 0 ^ 1 there exists a sequence {P„}neu of finite 
distributive lattices such that for every n 

- 0 and 1 are in Pn and are the least and the greatest elements 
of it, 
- if x,y e Pn and z is the l.u.b. of x and y in Pn, then z is the 
l.u.b. of x and y in Pm, for every m > n and P = U wG<0 Pn-

In particular the finite initial segments of the m-degrees are exactly the 
finite distributive lattices (with least and greatest element). Lachlan [La4] has 
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also proved that every countable partial ordering that can be represented as 
an initial segment of the m-degrees, can be simultaneously represented as an 
initial segment of the (tt- and) T-degrees. In particular there is a set whose 
T-degree and m-degree are minimal. 

For 1-degrees the situation is not quite clear. 

THEOREM 7.5 (LACHLAN [La2]). Every partial ordering which is realizable as 
an initial segment of the m-degrees, is (simultaneously) realizable as an initial 
segment of the 1-degrees, but not conversely. 

Problem 18. Characterize the countable initial segments of the 1-degrees. 
Some necessary conditions are known (see [La2]), e.g. every finite initial 

segment is a lattice of a certain kind, but the situation seems complicated 
since some nondistributive finite lattices are not isomorphic to initial seg
ments, but some others are. 

A consequence of the previous results is 

THEOREM 7.6. The orderings of T-degrees, tt-degrees, m-degrees and 
I-degrees are pairwise nonelementarily equivalent (except possibly T-degrees 
and tt-degrees). 

PROOF. 1-degrees differ from all the others because they aren't an upper 
semilattice. m-degrees differ from //-degrees and T-degrees because they don't 
admit nondistributive finite lattices as initial segments. • 

Problem 19. Are the orderings of T-degrees and //-degrees distinct (non
elementarily equivalent)? 

Now we turn to the question of decidability. 

THEOREM 7.7 (LACHLAN). The theories of the orderings of T-degrees, tt-de
grees, m-degrees and \-degrees are undecidable and nonaxiomatizable. 

SKETCH OF PROOF. Every finite distributive lattice is embeddable as an 
initial segment, and the sets of first order sentences true of no distributive 
lattice and true of some finite distributive lattice are recursively inseparable. 

The only problem may arise for 1-degrees, since what we called initial 
segments are really initial segments above 0, the 1-degree of the infinite 
coinfinite recursive sets. But 0 is definable, since so are {0} and {to} (the only 
two minimal 1-degrees in the real sense) and 0 is the least 1-degree above 
both of them. • 

Nerode and Shore [NS] have recently proved that the four prior theories 
are recursively isomorphic to each other and to second order arithmetic. 

We end by looking at the r.e. degrees. Since no r.e. T-degree is minimal, 
there is no proper initial segment for r.e. T-degrees. 

Problem 20. Characterize the finite (countable) initial segments of the r.e. 
//-degrees. 

THEOREM 7.8 (LACHLAN [La5]). Given a set P partially ordered <p, there 
exists an r.e. m-degree a such that the m-degrees less than or equal to a are 
isomorphic to P iff 
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(a) P has a least and a greatest element (0 and 1), 
(b) every finite subset of P containing 0 and 1 and closed under l.u.b. is a 

finite "effective" distributive lattice, i.e. if 0 ¥" 1 there exists a sequence 
{Pn}n(Eo3 like the one in Theorem 1A such that if <n is the order of Pn then 

- the relation x E Pn {of x and n) is r.e., 
- the relation x <ny (of x, y and n) is II^, 
- the operations of union and intersection in Pn are recursive 
(uniformly in n). 

In particular the finite initial segments of the r.e. m-degrees are still exactly 
the finite distributive lattices. 

THEOREM 7.9 (LACHLAN [La2]). The finite initial segments (with greatest 
element) of the r.e. \-degrees are exactly the finite distributive lattices (with 
least and greatest elements). 

So for r.e. 1-degrees the situation is better than for general 1-degrees. As 
usual, every finite distributive lattice can be simultaneously realized as an 
initial segment of the r.e. m-degrees and 1-degrees [La2], 

Problem 21. Characterize the countable initial segments of the r.e. 
1-degrees. 

As in Theorem 7.7 we obtain 

THEOREM 7.10 (LACHLAN). The theories of the orderings of r.e. m-degrees and 
l-degrees are undecidable and nonaxiomatizable. 

Problem 22. Are the theories of the orderings of r.e. /-degrees and T-degrees 
decidable? 

Let us quote, to finish, a last result. V'yugin [V] has proved that Theorem 
7.8 is true not only if we consider initial segments, but also in general for 
segments above an r.e. m-degrees b < 0', in the sense that given P as in the 
theorem there exists an r.e. m-degree a such that for all m-degrees c, 
c < a = > c < b o r b < c and the m-degrees between b and a are isomorphic to 
P. This gives the usual undecidability result for the r.e. m-degrees above b. 

8. Where we end: variations on the theme of tf-reducibility. In this final 
chapter we introduce two reducibilities that have been studied less than the 
others we have been concerned with previously. Both are variations of the 
concept of tf-reducibility. They are 

(a) bounded truth-table reducibility : A <ba B if there is a recursive function 
ƒ and a number n such that for all x, x G A <=> B N a/(x) and cy(jc) uses at most 
n elements (n is called the norm of the ^//-reduction). 

(b) Weak truth-table reducibility: A <wtt B if there is a number e and a 
recursive function ƒ such that A = <pf and <pf(x) uses the oracle B to answer 
questions only about elements less than f(x). 

Note that m-reducibility is an example of Z>#-reducibility with norm 1. So 

A <mB=>A <bttB=*A <«B. 
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If A <tt B via g then we only use-to see if x E A -the oracle B on elements 
less than 1 + the maximum element used in oy(x). So 

A <ttB=*A <wUB=*A <TB. 

Now < wtt is called weak truth-table reducibility because it is like #-reducibil-
ity in the sense that we have the bound on the elements used by the oracle, 
but it is weaker in the sense that we don't know in advance how these 
elements are going to be used. For obvious reasons, <wtt is also called 
bounded T-reducibility. 

As usual we have the notion of degree, in particular of 0 (in both cases 
consisting of all the recursive sets) and 0'. We will see that no one of the prior 
implications among the two new reducibilities and the old ones can be 
reversed, not even on the r.e. sets. 

Let's begin with < ^ . In general < w jind <ba of norm l_do not coincide, 
since always A <btt A but e.g. K ^ m K (otherwise also K <m K and K is 
r.e.). But they do coincide for r.e. sets. 

THEOREM 8.1. If A and B ^ 0 , <o are r.e. and A <btt B with norm 1, then 
A <mB. 

PROOF. We have a recursive_function ƒ such that for all x either x E A <=> 
f(x) E B or x E A <^>f{x) E B (and, given x, we know which one of the two 
cases happens). We want a recursive g such that for all x x E A «=» g(x) E B. 
Let b0EB and bx E B. If x E A <=>f(x) E B let g(x) = f(x). If x E A <=> 
f(x) E B then one and only one of x E A and f(x) E B happens, so we know 
which one (generate A and B until the answer comes). If x E A let g(x) = b0. 
lff(x)EBlctg(x) = bv • 

When A <btt B it's possible (using a bigger norm) to obtain a ^//-reduction 
that uses only a fixed propositional formula (with a fixed number of ele
ments), so that a &tf-reduction really associates to every x a set [b*9 . . . , b*} 
of elements (for some fixed n) such that the answer to x E A depends only on 
the truth-value of b? E B and not on the elements b? themselves. We know 
that an m-complete set is not simple. Post has generalized this as follows: a 
6#-complete set is not simple. Here is the usual strengthening of this fact. 

THEOREM 8.2 (KOBZEV [Kol]). B <bu A and B part of an r.i. pair of r.e. 
sets => A nonsimple. 

PROOF. We prove, by induction on the norm n, the theorem and a lemma. 
The result for n = 1 comes from Theorems 8.1 and 2.2a; the lemma simply 
says that an r.e. subset of A immune is finite. 

For n > 1, let B <btt A and {£*,.. . ,_££} be the elements associated with 
x. Since only their membership in A or A matters, we have two cases: either 
for every_x, {£*, . . . , b£) Q A =* x E B or f or every x, {&*, . . . , b*} C A 
=» x E B. Suppose the first (the other is analogous). If B and C are r.i. then 

XE c=>{*f, ...,**} n J ^ 0 . 
If A were simple then for some finite set F Q A we would have 

xG C =>{*,*, . . . , # } O F^0. 
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(To see this consider those x such that x Œ C /\ b* E A. They are an r.e. set, 
so by the inductive hypothesis there is a finite set F0 such that 
{&*, . . . , b^_x) n F0ï*= 0, when x is as before. But the b*'s such that 
{&*, . . . , b*_x] n F0 = 0 are an r.e. set Fx contained in A, hence Fx is finite. 
Let F = F0 u / v ) 

Let x G i ? ^ > {£,*, . . . , &„*} n F ¥= 0; R is recursive and C C R. Also, 
5 n i ? and C are r.i. (if B n R C Z> and C ç Z> then D u ^ separates 5 
and C). We split R into the AZ recursive parts 

x Œ R^x <E R /\bf <E F, x E R2*=*x E R - Rx /\ b£ Œ F, etc. 

Now for at least one /, B n /?,- and C n Rt are r.i., _but B r\ R{ < btt A with 
norm n — 1 (we dispensed with b? since fy* G F Ç A), and by the inductive 
hypothesis A is not simple. • 

It immediately follows, since there is a //-complete simple set, that 
//-completeness and ^//-completeness do not coincide. Young has also proved 
that ^//-completeness and m-completeness do not coincide. Both these results 
(and part of Theorem 3.11) are generalized by the following theorem, which is 
interesting in that it gives some more information on the structure of the r.e. 
T-complete sets. 

THEOREM 8.3 (KALLIBEKOV [Ka2]). (a) The complete btt-degree contains 
infinitely many r.e. m-degrees. 

(b) The complete tt-degree contains infinitely many r.e. btt-degrees. 

PROOF, (a) We construct a set {At}iŒu of r.e. sets such that for all /, 
K < btt Ai and for all i ¥=j, At ^ m Ay 

To have K <btt At we want x E K<^> {2x, 2x + 1} n Ai ^ 0. If at stage s, 
x E Ks and {2x, 2x + 1} n Ais = 0 then we put in Ai the first element 
among 2x and 2x + 1 that is not restrained. If they are both restrained, we 
leave out of Ai the one restrained by the condition of higher priority, and put 
in At the other. 

To have At ^ m Aj via <pe, note that by the above {2x, 2x + 1} n At =£ 0 
=> x E K, so choose a recursive subset of K; let it be Rije (in such a way that 
Rije n Imn = 0 if </,y, e} =£ </, m, n}) and let a0, al9 . . . be its enumeration 
in order of magnitude. We only look at 2a0, 2av . . . ; if at a certain state s, 
<pe(2am) is defined in less than s steps and 2am g Ais then 

- if <pe(2am) £ Ajs put 2am into Ai and restrain <pe(2am) from 
entering AJ9 

— if <pe(2am) E Ajs then restrain 2am from 4̂,-. 

The strategy succeeds because only one element is restrained to satisfy the 
second type of requirement, but we have two elements to satisfy the first type, 

(b) Similarly, construct (i4 /} / e w such that K <« At and At ^ btt Aj if i ^j. 
Only notational changes are necessary, and we make x E K <=> Ix n 4̂,? ̂  0 
where 70 = {0}, 7j = (1, 2), . . . and Ix has A: + 1 elements. Here, to spoil 
^//-reductions with norm n we have to take care of n elements, and for n < x, 
Ix has more than n elements. • 
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Actually Kallibekov [Ka2] has proved that if a is an r.e. ^//-degree such that 
a < 0', there is an independent set of r.e. Z>//-degrees between a and 0', and 
this extends part (b) (take a as the ^//-degree of a //-complete non-^//-com
plete set). Part (a) is extended by the analogous result on m-degrees, quoted 
after Theorem 4.9 (taking a as the m-degree of a ^//-complete non-m-com-
plete set). 

The previous theorem is obviously related to the kind of problems that 
have been studied in §3. We can also quote in this direction (see [Ko3] and 
[Deg9]) 

THEOREM 8.4 (KOBZEV). Every r.e. nonrecursive btt-degree contains infinitely 
many m-degrees {and no maximal m-degree). 

THEOREM 8.5 (DEGTEV). Every nonrecursive tt-degree contains at least two 
btt-degrees. 

Recall from Theorems 4.1 and 6.5 that maximal sets have minimal m-de
grees and Tj-maximal semirecursive sets have minimal //-degrees. 

THEOREM 8.6 (KOBZEV). (a) Maximal sets do not have minimal btt-degrees. 
(b) TJ-maximal semirecursive sets have minimal btt-degrees. 

Note that maximal sets do not have minimal //-degrees either, because they 
are high (see remarks following Theorem 6.5). Marchenkov has proved that 
every r.e. nonrecursive //-degree contains a minimal r.e. ^//-degree. 

The analogues of Theorems 6.4 and 6.6 hold by the same proof, and this 
gives elementary differences among r.e. ^//-degrees and all the other r.e. 
degrees, except r.e. //-degrees. 

Since most of the work here has still to be done, we do not even attempt to 
formulate specific problems. One general question is of course 

Problem 23. Is the ordering of r.e. btt-degrees elementarily equivalent to the 
ordering of r.e. //-degrees? Is the ordering of ^//-degrees elementarily equiva
lent to the ordering of //-degrees (m-degrees)? 

We turn now to w//-degrees. Here too it is possible to generalize the fact 
that hypersimple sets are not //-complete. 

THEOREM 8.7. B <wtt A and B part of an r.i.pair of r.e. sets => A nonhyper-
simple. 

PROOF. We refer to the proof and notations of Theorem 2.4. If B = <p? 
with bound/, then use the fact 

xtEB/\y^ C=*<pe
A(x) = l A ^ W - O 

to deduce that if 

x^BAy^CA <Pe
A\x) = %A\y) 

there must be something wrong in A * below max{ f(x)9 f(y)}9 etc. • 
It follows in particular that wtt-completeness and T-completeness are dis

tinct, since there is a hypersimple 7-complete set. This will be generalized in 
Theorem 8.13. 
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THEOREM 8.8 (LACHLAN [La7]). tt-completeness and wtt-completeness are 
distinct. 

A criterion for ^//-completeness may be obtained from the Martin-Lachlan 
criterion for ^-completeness (see [Sol, Theorem 5.2]). The idea of the proof is 
the same as the one used in Theorem 2.1. 

THEOREM 8.9 (SOLOVE'V). An r.e. set A is wtt-complete iff there are two 
recursive functions h and g such that if <pe and A agree up to h(x), then 

PROOF. If A is wtt-complete, then K <wtt A and since Wx <i K uniformly 
in x, Wx <wtt A uniformly in x, i.e. there are t and ƒ such that Wx = <p£x) and 
<p^(z) uses the oracle A only for elements less than f(x, z). Fix a and let 
h(x) = f(x, a); we only use A up to h(x) to know if a E Wx. Let g be such 
that z E Wg(ex)*=$> ^(x){z) = 0; then if <pe and A agree up to h(x) we have 
a E Wg{e,x) **<pUa) = 0 *> a £ Wx and Wg(e>x) * Wx. 

Let now h and g be as before. Given B r.e. we want B <wtt A (so A is 
>v#-complete). Let <p,(jc) be the characteristic function of ^ ( j ( e J j ) when x E B 
(totally undefined otherwise). By the recursion theorem there is ƒ recursive 
such that Wf(X) = ^g{t{x)j{x)y ^ n *s t n e ^eas t s s u c n t n a t ^ a n d A agree up to 
hf(x) (n depends on x, recursively in A) then x E B <=> x E Bn (if x E B and 
x & Bn then n < JLLS(.X; E BS) and by definition of n and / it follows that A, 
A»S{X<EBS)

 a n d <&(*) a E r e e UP t 0 Wx), so by the hypothesis on g, Wg(t(x)J(x)) ^ 
W (̂x), a contradiction) so B <T A. And since we only need knowledge of A 
up to hf(x) to obtain n, B <wtt A. • 

Often, proofs of results for (r.e.) T-degrees give already the needed bound 
and hence the corresponding results for (r.e.) wtt-degrees. Here are two useful 
facts that transfer from T-reducibility to wtt-reducibility but not, as we saw, 
to tt-reducibility. 

— if A and B are disjoint r.e. sets, A (J B =wtt A ® B. Obvi
ously A u B <wtt A 0 B; for the other direction it's enough 
to prove e.g. A <wtt A \j B. To see if x E A, ask if x E A u 
B; if not, x £ A; otherwise generate A and B until x is 
found in one or the other (if x E B then x £ A because 
A n B = 0). Here the bound is the identity function. 
— the permitting method preserves wtt-reducibility. If x E 
As+l - As =>(3y < x) (y E C,+ 1 - Q , then the only ele
ments of C we need to know to answer the question x E A 
are those less than or equal to x, so the bound is the identity 
once again. 

Since Yates [Yl] has proved, using the permitting method, that every 
nonzero r.e. T-degree contains a simple nonhypersimple set, the same result 
holds for ^//-degrees by the last observation. In particular the analogue of 
Theorem 6.3 is false for w//-degrees. 

Other examples of results that hold automatically (because of their proofs 
for the case of T-degrees) for r.e. w//-degrees are the nondiamond theorem and 
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the existence of minimal pairs [Sol, Theorems 14.4 and 14.1]. Sometimes the 
restriction to w#-reducibility makes proofs a lot easier than in the case of 
r-reducibility, as it occurs in the next result. 

THEOREM 8.10 (LADNER-SASSO [LS]). Density and splitting can be combined 
for r.e. wtt-degrees, i.e. for every r.e. a and b such that a < b there are r.e. b0 

and bj such that a < b, < b (i = 0, 1) and b0 U bj = b. 

PROOF. Let A G a, B e b: A <wtt B. If we simply split B into B0 and Bx 

then by the observation above B0 ® Bx =wtt B. To have a < b, it is enough to 
take b, as the w//-degree of A 0 Bt (i = 0, 1). This also gives b0 U b t = b. To 
have b ^ b, (and hence b, ^ a) we have the requirements 

B$wttA®B0 and B^^AQBy 

If {bs}sŒo) is a one-one enumeration of B, at stage s we put bs into one and 
only one of B0 and Bv and decide in which one with the following strategy 
(for a single requirement). To have e.g. B =£<p*®B° with bound function <p/? 

we do the construction in such a way that when the requirement is not 
satisfied, then B <T A with bound function <p„ so B <wtt A contradicting the 
hypothesis. Suppose B = <p/®B° with bound function cp,; given x we search 
for a stage s in which Bs(x) = <p^eB(M and such that A and As are the same 
up to cpi(x) (we find s recursively in A and only using A up to <p,(x)). Since 
<p/e5°(x) only uses values of A or B0 up to <P/(x), the only important thing to 
have (p£®B°-s(x) = <P?®B°(X) ( a nd hence B£x) = B(x)) is to avoid having 
something less than cpt(x) enter B0 after stage s. 

The construction is this. For any stage t define f{t) as the maximum of 
<p, ,(>>) for y less than or equal to the length of agreement between Bt and 
<p/*;e*°', and let g(t) = max r < , ƒ(/'). Then bt does not enter B0 if it is less than 
g(t). 

Now g is nondecreasing and in the prior hypothesis (B = <p̂  e*° with 
bound <pt) g is unbounded (otherwise a finite oracle is enough for <pe, and B is 
recursive). Hence, given x search for s as before such that <p,(x) < g(s); then 
for / > .y &, does not enter B0 at stage / if it is less than g(t) > g(s) > <Pj(x). 
D 

Note that the proof of the splitting theorem for r.e. T-degrees requires a 
strong form of the finite injury priority method (with no recursive bound on 
the number of injuries), and the proof of the density theorem requires the 
infinite injury priority method, but this is not all. 

THEOREM 8.11. The orderings of r.e. T-degrees, wtt-degrees and tt-degrees 
are pairwise nonelementarily equivalent. 

PROOF, r.e. wtf-degrees differ from r.e. //-degrees because the splitting 
theorem does not hold for the latter (see remarks after Theorem 6.5). They 
differ from r.e. T-degrees too, because Lachlan [La8] has proved that the 
combination of density and splitting doesn't hold for r.e. T-degrees. • 

THEOREM 8.12 (LADNER-SASSO [LS]). An r.e. T-degree contains either one or 
infinitely many r.e. wtt-degrees. 
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PROOF. If it contains two comparable r.e. wtt-degrees, apply the density 
theorem. If it contains two incomparable r.e. wtt-degrees, each one of them is 
comparable with their join, so apply density again. • 

Actually both cases can happen (they both happen below any given r.e. 
nonrecursive ÜT-degree; see [LS]). It's easy to modify the proof of Theorem 
3.16 to have that if an r.e. T-degree a contains only one r.e. wtt-degree, then 
a" « 0". The case for a « 0 ' follows from the existence of T-complete sets 
that are not wtt-complete and Theorem 8.12. 

THEOREM 8.13. The complete T-degree contains infinitely many r.e. wtt-
degrees. 

Problem 24. Does the complete wtt-degree contain infinitely many r.e. 
tt-degrees? 

Certainly it does not contain only one r.e. degree, and this is true in 
general. 

THEOREM 8.14 (P. F. COHEN [CO]). NO r.e. wtt-degree contains only one r.e. 
tt-degree. 

We quote the next theorem not for its intrinsic interest but because it gives 
rise to an interesting situation. 

THEOREM 8.15 (LADNER-SASSO [LS]). Every r.e. nonrecursive wtt-degree a 
has the anticupping property, i.e. there is an r.e. b such that 0 < b < a and for 
every r.e. c < a, b U c < a. 

Here too the proof is not hard. It's known that for some r.e. 7-degree a the 
anticupping property holds (e.g. for 0') but not for all (see [Sol, §15]); dealing 
with the anticupping property for r.e. T-degrees has never been a simple task, 
but Theorem 8.15 easily implies a nice existence theorem. Note that if an r.e. 
T-degree a ¥= 0 contains only one r.e. wtt-degree, then it has the anticupping 
property; let b be as in the theorem, and A E a /\ B Eb; if C <TA and 
B 0 C =TA then B 0 C =wtt A, so A =wtt C and A =T C. The result 
quoted after Theorem 8.12 then implies that below any given r.e. nonrecursive 
T-degree there is an r.e. degree with the anticupping property. Of course, 
Theorem 8.15 is again an elementary difference between r.e. T-degrees and 
wtt-degrees, and part (a) of the next result gives another one (see [Sol, §14]). 

THEOREM 8.16. (a) Every r.e. wtt-degree a < 0' is the g.l.b. of two incom
parable r.e. wtt-degrees (P. F. Cohen [Co]). 

(b) Not every pair of (r.e.) wtt-degrees has g.l.b., so the (r.e.) wtt-degrees are 
not a lattice (Ladner-Sasso [LS]). 

Since <wtt lies between <„ and <r , Theorem 7.3 completely characterizes 
the countable initial segments of wtt-degrees. For a similar reason, from [La4] 
it follows that every countable partial ordering that can be represented as 
initial segment of the m-degrees can be simultaneously represented as an 
initial segment of 6tt-degrees. 

Problem 25. Characterize the initial segments of (r.e.) 6tt-degrees. 
As a consequence of the prior embeddability results, we have 
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THEOREM 8.17 (NERODE-SHORE [NS]). The theories of the orderings of 
btt-degrees and wtt-degrees are undecidable, nonaxiomatizable and recursively 
isomorphic to second order arithmetic. 

Problem 26. Are the theories of the orderings of r.e. 6#-degrees and 
wtf-degrees decidable? 

We just mention that a notion of bounded weak truth-table reducibility 
( < bwtt) can be defined in the obvious way. Of course 

A <btt B => A < bwtt B =>A <wtt B 

but <tt and <bwtt are incomparable, even on r.e. sets (see [Ko6]). Also, 
^^-completeness and ^-completeness coincide (see [La7]), so this notion is 
not of any help in the study of r.e. T-complete sets. 

To finish, let us draw a picture of the relationships among the reducibilities 
we have studied (lack of arrows means lack of implications). 

A<bttB~A<ttB*A<wttB 

A <! B =*A<m B « = ^ ^ A < r B. 

^^^A<QB<**^^^ 

We haven't been too explicit in §2 in treating the relationships among <Q 
and the other reducibilities, so here are the missing links (for r.e. sets): 

-A <m B =>A <Q B since m reducibility uses single ques
tions on B; 
- A <Q B y*$A <wtt B otherwise every g-complete set is 
wtf-complete; 

but there are g-complete hypersimple sets (e.g. a T-complete semirecursive 
hypersimple set) that are not wtf-complete (because hypersimple). This is 
interesting because it says that in a T-reduction we may use the oracle only 
for single questions, without having necessarily a recursive bound on the size 
of these questions. 

- A <btt B (of norm 2) ^ A <Q B. Let <x, y} G A 
ox G B\J y G B; 

then A <btt B of norm 2 by definition, for any B. We construct a E such that 
A ^ Q B using this strategy (for a single requirement); to spoil the g-reduc-
tion 2 E v 4 ^ > ^ w ç 5 choose xe and ye (distinct) as witnesses, and enu
merate W ^ where z = (xe,ye}. If at stage s we find (for the first time) 
w<pe(z),s & Bs t hen pick ue G W^z)>s /\ue&B8\ since xe dcnd ye are distinct, 
one of them (say xe) is distinct from ue. Put xe in B (so z G A) and restrain ue. 
If we never find such a stage, then W^ (2) Q B but then z & A since neither xe 

norye go into B. The intuitive reason why a definition like the one of A works 
is that A is defined from B in a disjunctive way, whereas g-reducibility uses a 
conjunctive request on B (W ^ Q B). 
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